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1 ADiamondRuby andGoldPin VANCLEEF&ARPELS circa 1963

Designed as a dog in 18K yellowgold, highlightedwith rubies and circular-cut diamonds,

length 4.5 cm.

Signed ‘VanCleef &Arpels’ andnumbered.With French assaymarks.

CHF 4,000-6,000

2 ADiamondSapphire andGold ‘Ram’Pin VANCLEEF&ARPELS circa 1960

Designed as a ram in textured 18Kgold, enhancedwith pavé-set diamond spiral horns,

circular-cut sapphire eyes andblack enamel feet,mounted in 18K yellow andwhite gold.

Signed ‘VanCleef &Arpels’ andnumbered.With French assaymarks.

CHF 4,500-6,000

3 ADiamondRuby andGold ‘Lion’ Pin VANCLEEF&ARPELS circa 1960

Designed as a gold ruffled lion, the pavé-set diamondmuzzle highlightedwith black enamel,

with ruby-set eyes,mounted in 18K yellowgold, length 3.5 cm.

Signed ‘VanCleef &Arpels’ andnumbered.With French assaymarks.

CHF 3,000-4,000

4 ADiamondSapphire andGold ‘Hummingbird’ Pin VANCLEEF&ARPELS circa 1960

Designed as a hummingbird of textured 18K yellowgold highlightedwith circular-cut

diamonds and a sapphire-set eye, perched on agold branch, length 10 cm.

Signed ‘VCA’ andnumbered.With French assaymarks.

CHF 10,000-15,000

5 ASapphire andGoldBrooch VANCLEEF&ARPELS circa 1964

Designed as a texturedgold chick enhancedwith a cabochon sapphire eye and a small

culturedpearl accent,mounted in 18K yellowgold, 3.5 cm.

Signed ‘VanCleef &Arpels,’ numbered anddated.With French assaymarks.

CHF 3,000-4,000

6 ADiamondRubyTurquoise andGold ‘Sparrow’Clip VANCLEEF&ARPELS circa 1963

Designed as a textured 18K yellowgold sparrow, perched on abranchholding a cabochon

turquoise, to the ruby anddiamond floral detail, length 4.3 cm.

Signed ‘VanCleef &Arpels’ andnumbered.With French assaymarks.

CHF 3,500-4,500

7 AGold and Emerald ‘TabbyCat’ Brooch VANCLEEF&ARPELS circa 1960

Designed as a texturedgold feline decoratedwith black enamel stripes and cabochon emerald

eyes,mounted in 18K yellowgold, length 4.5 cm.

Signed andnumbered.With French assaymarks.

CHF 4,000-6,000

8 AnEmeraldGold and Enamel ‘Leopard’ Pin VANCLEEF&ARPELS

Designed as a leopard, the texturedgold body decoratedwith black enamel spots, enhanced

with emerald eyes,mounted in 18K yellowgold, length 4.9 cm.

CHF 5,000-8,000
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PROPERTYOFA LADY

9 ADiamondRubyAquamarine andGoldBrooch VANCLEEF&ARPELS circa 1950

Designed as birds perched on abranch, decoratedwith cabochon aquamarine torso,

enhancedwith circular-cut diamonds and rubies,mounted in 18K yellowgold, length 6 cm.

Signed ‘VanCleef &Arpels,’ with jeweler’smark andnumbered.With French assaymarks.

CHF 6,500-8,000

10 ADiamond andGoldBrooch VANCLEEF&ARPELS circa 1947

Designed as three pavé-set diamondbirdswith ruby-set eyes perched on agold branch

extendinggold feather tails,mounted in 18K yellowgold.

Signed ‘VanCleef &Arpels.’With jeweler’smark andnumber.With French assaymarks.

CHF 6,500-8,500

11 ASapphireRuby andGold ‘Duck’ Pin VANCLEEF&ARPELS circa 1960

Designed as a duck, the cabochon sapphire torso extending an 18K yellowgold head and feet,

enhancedwith a ruby-set eye, length 3 cm.

Signed ‘VanCleef &Arpels’ andnumbered.With French assaymarks.

CHF 2,000-3,000

12 AnOnyxDiamondEmerald andGold ‘Cat’ Pin VANCLEEF&ARPELS circa 1960

Designedas acat, the texturedgoldbodydecoratedwith a cabochononyx torso, thehead

highlightedwith anemerald eye anddiamondaccents,mounted in 18Kyellowgold, length 5 cm.

Signed ‘VanCleef &Arpels’ andnumbered.With French assaymarks

CHF 3,800-4,500

13 ARockCrystal,Gem-SetandGoldPin VANCLEEF&ARPELS circa 1960

Designed as a younggirl, the rock crystal head enhancedwith rubies and sapphires,

decoratedwith 18Kgoldwire hair,mounted in 18K yellowgold.

Signed andnumbered.With French assaymarks

CHF 4,000-6,000

14 ADiamondRuby Emerald andGold ‘Rabbit’ Pin VANCLEEF&ARPELS circa 1960

Designed as a rabbit of twisted 18K yellowgold ropedesign, enhancedwith an emerald-set

eye, ruby nose anddiamondaccents, length 3.6 cm.

Signed ‘VanCleef &Arpels’ andnumbered.With French assaymarks

CHF 2,400-3,500

15 AGold ‘Duck’ Pin VANCLEEF&ARPELS circa 1970

Designed as a duck in textured 18K yellowgold,with an emerald-set eye and coral feet andbill,

length 2.8 cm.

CHF 2,800-3,500

16 ADiamondSapphireRubyandGold ‘Scarecrow’Pin VANCLEEF&ARPELS circa 1965

Of scarecrowdesign, the textured 18K yellowgold body andhat enhancedwith a green agate

head, cabochon ruby feet, with sapphire anddiamondaccents, length 5.7 cm.

Signed ‘VanCleef &Arpels’ andnumbered.With French assaymarks

CHF 4,500-6,000

17 ADiamondSapphireRubyandGold ‘Scarecrow’Pin VANCLEEF&ARPELS circa 1966

Of scarecrowdesign, the textured 18K yellowgold body andhat enhancedwith a green agate

head, cabochon ruby feet, with sapphire anddiamondaccents, length 4.3 cm.

Signed ‘VanCleef &Arpels’ andnumbered.With French assaymarks

CHF 4,000-6,000
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18 AGold ‘Rabbit’ Pin CARTIER 1950

Designed as a sculptured textured 18Kgold rabbit, with ruby-set eyes, holding a carrot,

length 3.5 cm.

Signed ‘Cartier’ with jeweler’smark andnumbered.With French assaymarks

CHF 3,200-4,000

19 ADiamondRuby andGold ‘Terrier’ Clip CARTIER circa 1950

Designed as a fox-terrier, a textured 18K yellowgold bodywith a ruby-set eye and adiamond

and onyx eye, length 3.5 cm.

Signed ‘Cartier’ with jeweler’smark andnumbered.With French assaymarks

CHF 4,000-6,000

20 ADiamondRuby and Emerald ‘Turtle’ Pin CARTIER circa 1960

Designed as a turtle, the cabochon emerald body extending texturedgold feetwith circular-cut

diamondand ruby accents, the head enhancedwith a circular-cut ruby anddiamondaccents,

mounted in 18K yellowgold andplatinum.

Signed ‘Cartier’ with jeweler’smark andnumbered.With French assaymarks

CHF 13,000-18,000

21 AnOnyx andGold ‘BumbleBee’ Clip HERMÈS circa 1960

Designed as a bumble bee of texturedgoldwith onyx-set eyes,mounted in 18Kwhite and

yellowgold, 4 x 2.5 cm.

Signed ‘Hermès.’With French assaymarks

CHF 2,500-3,500

22 ADiamond andGold ‘Hummingbird’ Clip CARTIER circa 1950

Designed as a hummingbird, the texturedgold body decoratedwith circular-cut diamond

accents and a rectangular-cut diamondeye,mounted in 18Kgold, length 4.2 cm.

Signed ‘Cartier’

CHF 7,500-9,000

23 ADiamond andGoldBracelet GÜBELIN circa 1930

Designed as three articulated bands of 18K yellowgold links, the central bandhighlighted

with circular-cut diamonds, length 16.5 cm.

Signed ‘Gübelin’ andnumbered.With French assaymarks

CHF 11,000-15,000

24 ADiamondSapphire andGoldBracelet GÜBELIN circa 1930

Designed as three articulated lines of 18K yellowgold links, the central band enhanced

with circular-cut diamonds and sapphires, length 18 cm.

Signed ‘Gübelin.’With French assaymarks

CHF 11,000-13,000

25 ADiamond andGoldBracelet GÜBELIN circa 1930

Designed as three articulated bands of 18K yellowgold links, the central bandhighlighted

with circular-cut diamonds, length 16.5 cm.

Signed ‘Gübelin’ andnumbered.With French assaymarks

CHF 11,000-15,000
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26 ARockCrystal andTurquoiseNecklace

Composed of spherical rock crystal beads, interspersedwith spherical turquoise beads

andwhite gold hourglass-shaped spacers, to thewhite gold clasp,mounted in 18Kwhite gold,

length 58 cm.

CHF 1,800-2,500

27 APair ofMoonstone andDiamondEarclips

Each surmount designed as a circular cabochonmoonstonewithin a circular-cut diamond

surround, to the circular-cut diamondquatrefoil spacer, suspending a similarly set pear-

shaped cabochonmoonstoone,mounted in 18Kwhite gold, length 4.5 cm.

CHF 3,000-4,000

PROPERTYOFA LADY

28 ADiamond andPearl CrossPendant

Designed as the outline of a cross decoratedwith cicular-cut diamonds, centrally enhanced

with a culturedpearl,mounted in 18Kwhite gold, length 4.4 cm.

CHF 1,500-2,500

29 APair ofDiamond andBlueTopaz Earpendants MARGHERITABURGENER

Eachpavé-set diamondpear-shapedbombé surmount, suspending a series of circular-cut

diamondcollets terminating in a cabochonblue topaz drop,mounted in 18Kwhite gold,

length 6.4 cm.

Signed ‘MargheritaBurgener’

CHF 5,000-7,000
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30 ADiamondRuby andGoldNecklace CARTIER circa 1940

Designed as a highly-flexible gold band collar, to the rigid gold bar decoratedwith circular-cut

ruby anddiamondaccentswithin star settings,mounted in 18K yellowgold.

Signed ‘Cartier’ andnumbered

CHF 9,000-12,000

31 ADiamondSapphire andGoldBracelet CARTIER circa 1940

Designed as a flexible band of 18K textured yellowgold chevron links, to the central line

of circular-cut sapphires, length 17 cm.

Signed ‘Cartier’ andnumbered

CHF 5,500-7,500

32 ADiamond andRubyClip VANCLEEF&ARPELS circa 1960

Designed as a floral branchdecoratedwith circular-cut ruby anddiamond florets and stylized

gold leaves,mounted in 18K yellowgold, length 2.2 cm.

Signed ‘VanCleef &Arpels’ andnumbered

CHF 5,500-8,500

PROPERTYOFA LADY

33 ADiamondRing

Centering upon a circular-cut diamondweighing approximately 5.07 carats,mounted in 18K

yellowgold, size 5.

With report no. 20013087301 dated 23 January 2001 fromHRDLaboratory stating that the diamond isG colour

andVS2 clarity.

CHF 65,000-75,000

34 ADiamond andRuby Lady’sSignet Ring MELLERIO circa 1930

Thewide band set to the centerwith an oval-cut ruby, to the baguette-cut diamond scrolling

shoulders and circular-cut diamondborders,mounted in platinum.

With French assaymarks

CHF 5,500-7,500
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PROPERTYOFA LADY

35 ACulturedPearl Necklace

Designed as a series of thirty-sevengraduated gray culturedpearls,measuring approximately

9.2mm to 14.1mm, to the 18K yellowgold clasp.

CHF 13,000-18,000

36 AMalachite andGoldKeyRing circa 1970

Designed as two oval and roundmotifs inmalachite and 18K yellowgold connected

by a chain link.

With French assaymarks

CHF 500-1,000

37 ACitrine andGoldRing BULGARI circa 1980

The front decoratedwith a triangular brownand yellow citrine to the plain 18K yellowgold

taperinghoop, size 6.

Signed ‘Bulgari’ with Italian assaymarks

CHF 20,000-30,000

38 AGoldBracelet BOUCHERON circa 1940

Designed as a series of 18K yellowgold links.

Signed ‘Boucheron’

CHF 1,500-2,500
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PROPERTYOFA LADY

39 ARuby andDiamondSuite PIAGET

Thegold chain of twisted ropedesign, suspending abombépendantwith pavé-set diamonds

and rubies, to the circular-cut diamond surround,mounted in 18K yellowgold; earclips en

suite; necklace length 42 cm., earclips length 2 cm.

Signed ‘Piaget’

CHF 3,000-4,000

PROPERTYOFA LADY

40 ARubySapphireDiamond andGoldBrooch

Designed as an openwork gold basket, suspended froma twisted ropegold ribbonbow,

with circular-cut diamondaccents, enhancedby circular-cut sapphire, ruby anddiamond

flowermotifs, extending stylized gold leaves,mounted in 18Kgold, length 4.5 cm.

CHF 700-1,200

PROPERTYOFA LADY

41 ACoral Diamond andGoldBracelet

Designed as a series of oval coral plaqueswithin a gold border of twisted ropedesign,

interspersedwith smaller similarly shapedgold links enhancedby circular-cut diamonds,

mounted in 18K yellowgold, length 7 cm.

With French assaymarks

CHF 2,500-4,000

PROPERTYOFA LADY

42 ALady’sGoldWristwatch PIAGET

The rectangularwhite dial withArabic 3, 6 and 9 number, to the gold bezelwith ridges and

pavé-set diamond lug, extending amulti-strandgold link fringe tassel bracelet gathered

by apavé-set diamond ring,mounted in 18K yellowgold (With an additional gold link bracelet

and 7 straps of various colours).

CHF 3,000-4,000
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43 A ‘HappyDiamond’ Pendant CHOPARD

Ofgeometricmotif, the rectangular 18Kwhite gold pendantwith circularmotifs, enhanced

with circular-cut diamondcollets,mounted in 18Kwhite gold, 10 x 17 cm.

Signed ‘ChopardHappyDiamond’ andnumbered.WithSwiss assaymarks

CHF 4,800-6,000

44 ADiamond andPearl Pendant CHOPARD

The spectacle-set diamondandwhite gold chain joined at the frontwith a circular shaped

glazed compartment containing a free-moving circular-cut diamondcolletwithin a pavé-set

diamond surround, suspending a similarly setwhite gold chain fringe terminating in awhite

culturedpearl,mounted in 18Kwhite gold.

CHF 7,000-9,000

PROPERTYOFA LADY

45 APair ofDiamond andSmokyTopaz Earrings

Eachdesigned as a pear-shaped rose-cut smoky topazwithin a pavé-set diamond surround,

to the rigid fine pavé-set diamond line surmont,mounted in 18Kwhite gold, length 7.2 cm.

CHF 2,000-3,000

46 ADiamond andGoldWristwatch VANCLEEF&ARPELS

The inclined rectangular dial with quartzmovement, enclosed in a circular-cut diamond

andpolished 18Kwhite gold padlock, to the black strap.

Signed ‘VanCleef &Arpels’ andnumberedwithSwiss assaymarks

CHF 11,000-13,000

PROPERTYOFA LADY

47 ADiamond andOnyxClip VANCLEEF&ARPELS circa 1990

Of flowerheaddesign, centering upon a circular-cut diamondcluster extendingbombéonyx

petals,mounted in 18Kwhite gold, length 3 cm.

Signed andnumbered.With French assaymarks

CHF 3,600-4,500
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PROPERTYOFA LADY

48 AGoldBracelet

Designed as a flexiblewovengold band,mounted in rose and yellowgold.

CHF 1,800-2,500

PROPERTYOFA LADY

49 AGoldBracelet

Designed as a flexiblewovengold band,mounted in rose and yellowgold.

CHF 1,800-2,500

PROPERTYOFA LADY

50 AGoldNecklace/Belt

Ofhighly flexible twisted ropedesign, terminating in two yellow andwhite gold tassels,

to the gold detachable clasp,mounted in 18K yellow andwhite gold, 103 cm.

CHF 2,000-2,500

PROPERTYOFA LADY

51 AGold andWoodBangle VANCLEEF&ARPELS

Awoodbangle enhancedwith 18K yellowgold plaques, interior diameter 7 cm.

Signed ‘VanCleef &Arpels’

CHF 1,500-2,000
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52 APair of CulturedPearl andDiamondEarpendants MARGHERITABURGENER

Eachdesigned as a scrolling pavé-set diamond ribbon terminating in a brownculturedpearl

measuring approximately 14.5mm,mounted in 18K yellowgold, length 8.5 cm.

Signed ‘MargheritaBurgener’

CHF 9,000-12,000

53 AnAmethyst andDiamond ‘Flower’ Ring

Of flowerheaddesign, centering upon a circular-cut diamondcluster pistil, extending

an overlapping series of flexible amethyst petals, to the plain hoop,mounted in 18K

yellowgold, size 6.

CHF 5,000-7,000

54 AnAmethyst andDiamondRing

Set to the centerwith an oval-cut amethyst, to the undulating pavé-set diamond surround,

mounted in 18K yellowgold, size 7 1/2.

CHF 4,000-5,000

PROPERTYOFA LADY

55 AGem-SetDiamond andGoldBangle VACHERONCONSTANTIN

Designed as a series of bombégold links, the front enhancedwith cabochon amethyst

andpink tourmaline,mounted in 18K yellowgold, diameter 6.7 cm.

Signed ‘VacheronConstantin’

CHF 1,500-2,500

PROPERTYOFA LADY

56 APair ofDiamond andGoldHoop Earrings CARTIER

Eachdesigned as a concentric gold openhoop, the front and the interior back entirely set

with circular-cut diamonds,mounted in 18K yellowgold.

Signed ‘Cartier’

CHF 2,000-3,000
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57 ADiamond andRubyNecklace

Designed as a series of thirteen rose-cut oval rubies interspersedwith faceted ruby beads

and rose-cut diamondacccents, to the faceted ruby beadbackchain, the front suspending

apear-shaped ruby drop,mounted in yellowgold, length 42 cm.

CHF 19,000-24,000

PROPERTYOFA LADY

58 ARubelite andDiamond ‘Snake’Brooch

Centering upon an oval-cut rubelite, to the pavé-set diamond surround of snake design,

mounted in 18Kgold and silver, length 7 cm.

CHF 6,000-9,000

59 ARubelite andGoldRing BOIVIN circa 1980

Setwith an oval-cut rubelitewithin an 18K yellowgold surround, to thewide ridged 18Kwhite

gold hoop, size 6 1/4.

Jeweler’smark for ‘RenéBoivin.’With French assaymarks

CHF 8,000-12,000
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PROPERTYOFA LADY

60 AGoldNecklace andBracelet Suite BULGARI

Designed as an alternating series of pavé-set diamond yellowgold andblackenedwhite gold

curb-link chain links,mounted in 18Kgold; necklace length 37.5 cm, bracelet length 18.5 cm.

Signed ‘Bulgari NY’

CHF 5,000-8,000

61 ADiamond andGoldPin CARTIER circa 1930

Designed as a black and red lacqueredhandholding a sculpted 18K yellowgold flower

enhancedwith a rose-cut old-cut diamond.

Signed ‘Cartier’ andnumbered.With French assaymarks

CHF 8,000-12,000

PROPERTYOFAGENTLEMAN

62 ADiamondRing SUZANNEBELPERRON circa 1940

The front of fluted bombédesign, centrally enhancedwith a diagonal panel of old-cut

diamonds,mounted in 18K yellowgold, size 6 1/2.

CHF 8,000-12,000
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PROPERTYOFA LADY

63 ASet ofThree ‘Ciao’ GoldNecklaces MARINAB

Designed as a line of yellow, rose andwhite gold bombé links suspending agraduated series of

goldbombéheart-shaped fringe linksmounted in 18Kwhite, yellowand rosegold, length 42 cm.

Signed ‘MarinaB’

CHF 12,000-16,000

64 APair ofDiamond andCulturedPearl Earclips circa 1980

Each of flowerheaddesign, centering upon a culturedpearl,measuring approximately 15.6mm

and 15.5mm, extending sculptedpavé-set diamondpetals,mounted in 18K yellowgold.

With French assaymarks

CHF 10,000-12,000

PROPERTYOFAGENTLEMAN

65 ADiamondRing BOUCHERON circa 1930

Of bombédesign, enhancedwith three old-cut diamonds,mounted in 18K yellowgold, size 6.

Signed.With French assaymarks

CHF 3,300-4,500
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PROPERTYOFA LADY

66 ASuite of Gold Jewelry CARTIER

Comprising anecklace, designed as a series of tapering flexible gold links; a bracelet and apair

of ear clips en suite,mounted in 18Kwhite and yellowgold, necklace 45.5 cm., bracelet 22.5 cm.

Signed ‘Cartier’ andnumbered 719864, 788667, 781225

CHF 4,000-6,000

PROPERTYOFAGENTLEMAN

67 ADiamond, Enamel andGold ‘Pegasus’ Brooch DAVIDWEBB

Thebrooch/pendant designed as a black enamel andgold pegasus, enhancedwith a pear-

shaped ruby eye, the texturedgoldwings and tail enhancedwith circular-cut diamonds,

mounted in 18K yellowgold andplatinum.

Signed ‘Webb’ forDavidWebb

CHF 8,500-10,000

PROPERTYOFA LADY

68 ADiamond andGoldWatch PIAGET

Of jewelledmanualwindmovement, the oval gold dialwith circular-cut diamondchapters,

within a circular-cut diamond surround, to thewovengold link bracelet,mounted in 18K

yellowgold.

Signed ‘PIAGET 750’ andnumbered 9826N92-275946.

CHF 1,200-2,000
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PROPERTYOFAGENTLEMAN

69 ADiamond andGoldNecklace MARINAB circa 1986

Designed as a semi-rigid springband collar in blackened yellowgoldwith scrolling pavé-set

diamondmotifs,mounted in 18K yellowgold.

Signed ‘MarinaB,’ numbered and jeweler’smark.With French assaymarks

CHF 30,000-35,000

70 ADiamond andGoldSuite MARINAB

Designed as a semi-rigid springband collar necklace enhancedwith scrolling pavé-set

diamondmotifs, earpendants en suite,mounted in 18K yellowgold.

Signed andnumbered

CHF 38,000-45,000

71 NOLOT

72 ADiamond andGoldClip BOUCHERON circa 1955

Designed as an articulated shield formentirely decoratedwith old-cut diamonds, centering

upon a similarly-set tapering three-tier link,mounted in 18K yellowgold (can also beworn

as a pendant).

With jeweler’smark for ‘Boucheron.’With French assaymarks

CHF 10,000-12,000
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PROPERTYOFA LADY

73 AnEmerald andDiamondRing CHAUMET

Set to the centerwith a rectangular-cut emerald, framedbypear-shapeddiamond shoulders,

mounted in 18K yellowgold, size 5.

Signed ‘Chaumet’

CHF 12,000-16,000

PROPERTYOFA LADY

74 ADiamond andGoldRing

Thewide gold banddecorated in the frontwith three rows of invisibly-set square-cut

diamonds,mounted in 18K yellowgold, size 6.

CHF 1,500-2,000

PROPERTYOFA LADY

75 AGoldNecklace

Designed as a flexible longchain series of 18K yellowgold links, length 81 cm.

CHF 800-1,500

PROPERTYOFA LADY

76 AGold and EnamelBracelet SCHLUMBERGER circa 1960

The articulated bracelet, eachbombé link decoratedwith translucent green enamel panels

enhancedwith a gold ‘X’, within gold ribs,mounted in 18K yellowgold, diameter 5.5 cm.

Signed ‘Schlumberger Paris.’

CHF 9,000-11,000

PROPERTYOFA LADY

77 ALady’sGold ‘Tubogas’ BraceletWatch BULGARI

The circular black diamonddialwithArabic 12 and 6 batonmarkers, to an internal sprung

tubogas two-colouredgold bracelet, the bezel engravedwith repeatedBulgari signature,

mounted in 18Kgold.

The case back andbracelet signed ‘Bulgari.’

CHF 2,000-3,000
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78 AnAgate, Rubelite andGoldNecklace

Designed as three swagged agate bead strands interspersedwith rubelite beads andgold

spacers, to the gold bar clasp accentedwith a larger rubelite bead,mounted in 18K yellow

gold, length 40 cm.

CHF 4,500-6,000

PROPERTYOFAGENTLEMAN

79 AnEnamel andGold ‘Snake’ Bracelet

Designed as a coiled gold andwhite enamel snake bracelet of articulated flexible design,

mounted in 18K yellowgold.

CHF 9,500-11,000

PROPERTYOFAGENTLEMAN

80 ADiamond, Enamel andGoldRing DAVIDWEBB

Designed as awhite enamel and circular-cut diamond ring of geometric design,mounted

in 18K yellowgold, size 5 1/2.

Signed ‘Webb’ forDavidWebb.

CHF 5,000-7,000

PROPERTYOFAGENTLEMAN

81 ADiamondEnamel andGoldRing DAVIDWEBB

Designed as awhite enamel and circular-cut diamond ring of geometric design,mounted

in 18K yellowgold, size 6.

Signed ‘Webb’ forDavidWebb

CHF 7,000-9,000

82 AGold ‘Lion’ Ring DAVIDWEBB

The front designed as a sculptedgold lion’s headwith ruby-set eyes and a texturedgoldmane,

to the taperinghoop,mounted in 18K yellowgold, size 6.

Signed ‘DavidWebb’

CHF 4,000-6,000

83 APair of Gold andDiamondEarclips DAVIDWEBB

Eachdesigned as a sculpted flowerhead, to the three circular-cut diamondaccents,mounted

in 18K yellowgold, diameter 2.5 cm.

Signed ‘Webb’ forDavidWebb

CHF 3,000-5,000
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84 ADiamond andGoldPendant CHOPARD

Designed as an 18Kgold bombéheart-shapedpendant, inscribedwith ‘LOVE’ setwith

circular-cut diamonds, enhancedby aglazed compartment containing a free floating circular-

cut diamondcollet, to the belcher link neckchain,mounted in 18K yellowgold, chain length

60 cm; pendant length 3.5 cm.

Signed ‘Chopard’ andnumbered.WithSwiss assaymarks

CHF 7,000-9,000

PROPERTYOFA LADY

85 APair ofTourmaline andCitrine Earrings MARINAB

Each circular bombé citrine suspending a larger circular bombépink tourmaline,mounted

in 18K yellowgold. (accompaniedby interchangeable cabochon citrine andgreen tourmaline)

Signed ‘MarinaB’

CHF 1,400-2,000

PROPERTYOFA LADY

86 ADiamondBracelet

Designed as a single graduated series of circular-cut diamondcollets,mounted in 18K

yellowgold.

CHF 10,000-15,000

87 AGoldWristwatch VANCLEEF&ARPELS

The inclined rectangular dial with quartzmovement enclosed in a polished 18K yellowgold

padlock and three-rowgold link bracelet.

Signed ‘VanCleef &Arpels’ andnumbered.WithSwiss assaymarks

CHF 11,000-13,000
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PROPERTYOFA LADY

88 ARuby andDiamondNecklace

Centering upon apear-shaped ruby,within a graduated circular-cut diamond suround,

to the flexible gold link chain,mounted in 18Kwhite gold,

CHF 2,200-3,200

PROPERTYOFA LADY

89 ARuby andDiamondNecklace

The front designed as a series of oval-cut rubies and circular-cut diamond foliate links,

to the flexible 18Kwhite gold chain.

CHF 3,000-5,000

PROPERTYOFA LADY

90 APair ofDiamond Earrings

Each circular-cut diamondweighing approximately 1.50 carats,mounted inwhite gold.

With reports no. 16942104 and 16942113 dated 2April 2008 from theGemological Institute ofAmerica stating

that the diamonds are I colourwithVS1 and VS2 clarity.

CHF 12,000-15,000

PROPERTYOFA LADY

91 AnUnmountedDiamond

The circular-cut diamondweighing approximately 3.77 carats.

CHF 12,000-15,000

PROPERTYOFAGENTLEMAN

92 ADiamondRing

Centering upon a circular-cut diamondweighing approximately 3.76 carats, to the baguette-

cut diamond shoulders,mounted in platinum.

With French assaymarks.

With report no. 2008125649/1 dated 7 February 2008 fromCCIP Laboratory stating that the diamond isD

colour andVVS1 clarity.

CHF 32,000-48,000

PROPERTYOFA LADY

93 ADiamondBracelet

Designed as a twin flexiblewhite gold link chain, centering upon a series of circular-cut

diamondclusters,mounted in 18Kwhite gold, 18.5 cm.

CHF 3,500-5,000
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94 ACulturedPearl andDiamondNecklace

Designed asmultiple fine trace link chains, spectacle-setwith circular-cut diamondcollets

andpavé-set diamondbombéboules, the front joinedby oval-shapedpavé-set diamondhoops,

suspending a fringe of three culturedpearls interspersedwith bombépavé-set diamond

spacers,mounted in 18Kwhite gold, pendant length 7.5 cm.

CHF 15,000-18,000

95 ARubelite andDiamondRing MARGHERITABURGENER

Of flowerheaddesign, set to the centerwith an oval-cut rubelite, weighing approximately

5.23 carats, extending cicular-cut diamondpetals, enhancedwith cicular-cut black diamonds,

mounted in 18Kwhite gold, size 7.

Signed ‘MargheritaBurgener’

CHF 7,000-8,000

PROPERTYOFA LADY

96 ADiamond andPearl PenguinBrooch

Designed as a penguin, entirely decoratedwith black diamonds and abaroquepearl torso,

standing on apavé-set diamond icemotif,mounted in 18Kwhite gold, length 4.2 cm.

CHF 2,500-3,500

97 APair of Pearl andDiamondEarclips MARGHERITABURGENER

Eachdesigned as awhite culturedpearlmeasuring approximately 14.5mm, to the tapering

bombécircular-cutwhite andblack diamondhalf-hoop,mounted in 18Kwhite gold.

Signed ‘MargheritaBurgener’

CHF 5,000-6,000
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98 AnArtNouveauCitrineGarnet and EnamelBrooch EUGENEFEUILLATRE

Of openwork oval outline, decoratedwith enamelled feathers, centrally enhanced

with a citrine and four garnets, 4.3 x 3 cm .

Signed ‘Feuillatre’ with jeweler’smark and French assaymarks

CHF 7,500-10,000

99 ADiamondRing circa 1960

Setwith three circular-cut diamondsweighing approximatley 2.60 carats in total, within

a circular-cut diamond surround,mounted in 18Kwhite gold, size 5 3/4.

With French assaymarks

CHF 9,000-11,000

PROPERTYOFAGENTLEMAN

100 APearl andDiamondBracelet circa 1920

Designed as a slightly graduating series of fifteenpearls interspersedwith seedpearls,

to the lozenge-shaped clasp enhancedwith old-cut diamonds,mounted in platinum.

CHF 4,800-6,500

101 AChrysopraseMother of Pearl andGoldSuite LUCIENFALIZE circa 1880

Comprising apendant, designed as a gold scrolling leaf, enhancedwithmother-of-pearl

and cabochon chrysoprase, suspending a fresh-water pearl,mounted in yellowgold; a pair

of similarly designedbrooches en suite, pendant length 7 cm.

With French assaymarks

CHF 11,000-14,000

102 NOLOT
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Thedesigner EmanuelaBurgener signs her creations in the nameofMargherita, her eldest

daughter, towhomher jewels arededicated.Herdesigns are strikinglymodernand fashionable

yetmaintain the noble traditions of classical Italian jewellerywith the exceptional and

meticulous craftsmanship establishedbyMargherita’s grandfather in 1966whenhe founded

theValenzaworkshop, in northern Italy, where the family continues towork exclusively.

A passion and love for the lively colours of aquamarine and other coloured precious

gemstones, selected for their highest quality fromall over theworld, underlieMargherita

Burgener’s creations.

103 AnAquamarine andDiamondPendantNecklace MARGHERITABURGENER

The front suspending a cascading series of cicular-cut diamond stars and a pear-shaped

aquamarine dropweighing approximately 31.40 carats, to the fine trace-link double strand

chain,mounted in 18Kwhite gold.

CHF 6,000-8,000

104 APair ofSapphire,DiamondandAquamarineEarpendants MARGHERITABURGENER

Eachpear-shaped sapphire surmountwithin a circular-cut diamond surround, to the three

flexible rows of alternating pear-shaped sapphires and circular-cut diamonds, suspending

a rectangular-cut aquamarine,mounted in 18Kwhite gold, length 8cm.

The total weight of the aquamarines is 63.84 carats.

CHF 15,000-20,000

105 AnAquamarine, Sapphire andDiamondRing MARGHERITABURGENER

Set to the centerwith a rectangular-cut aquamarineweighing approximately 52.02 carats,

with a sculptedmount entirely decoratedwith circular-cut diamonds and sapphires,

to the plain hoop,mounted in 18Kwhite gold, size 7 1/2.

Signed ‘MargheritaBurgener’

CHF 11,000-15,000

106 ASapphire andDiamondBracelet

Designed as awide articulated band consisting of five rows of oval-cut sapphires to the pavé-

set diamondborders,mounted in 18Kwhite gold, length 17.5 cm.

CHF 9,000-11,000
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107 APinkSapphire andDiamondNecklace

Designed as series of oval-cut pink sapphire panels interspersedwith overlappingpavé-set

diamondhoops,mounted in 18Kwhite gold, diameter 12.8 cm.

CHF 8,000-10,000

108 APair ofDiamond Earpendants

Each circular-cut diamond floret surmount suspending apavé-set diamondhoop

to the similarly-set diamond fringes,mounted in 18Kwhite gold, length 6.3 cm.

CHF 3,000-5,000

PROPERTYOFA LADY

109 ADiamondEternityBand

Of eternity banddesign, composed of a series of twenty-one rectangular-cut diamonds,

mounted in platinum, size 5 1/2.

CHF 4,000-6,000

PROPERTYOFA LADY

110 ADiamondRing

Set to the centerwith a rectangular-cut diamondweighing approximately 4.05 carats,

to the tapered-baguette diamond shoulders,mounted in platinum, size 5 1/2.

With report no. 16868857 dated 21 February 2008 from theGemological Institute ofAmerica stating

the diamond is J colour andVS1 clarity.

CHF 30,000-50,000

PROPERTYOFAGENTLEMAN

111 AnElegantDiamondBracelet

Designed as a series of openwork panels of geometric design set throughoutwith circular-cut

diamonds, each alternating panel centrally enhancedwith three circular-cut diamonds,

mounted in platinum, length 18 cm.

CHF 8,000-10,000
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112 AnArtDecoDiamondPlatinumandGoldCharmNecklace CARTIER

Theplatinumand 18Kgold link necklace suspending elevengem-set charms (a hat, house,

bird, car, etc), one charmsigned ‘Cartier’.

CHF 15,000-20,000

113 ADiamondAgate andGold Lapel Clip VANCLEEF&ARPELS circa 1930

Of shield-shapedesign, decoratedwith old-cut diamonds andgray agate flutedmotifs,

mounted in 18Kgold.

Signed ‘VanCleef &Arpels’ andnumbered.With French assaymarks

CHF 3,000-4,500

PROPERTYOFAGENTLEMAN

114 ADiamondRing

Centering upon a circular-cut diamondweighing approximately 2.62 carats,mounted inwhite

gold andplatinum.

With report no. 2008125649/3 dated 7 February 2008 fromCCIP Laboratory stating that the diamond is I colour

andVS2 clarity.

CHF 13,000-19,000

115 ADiamondRing

Set to the centerwith a cushion-shaped old-cut diamond,within an openwork old-cut diamond

surround,mounted in 18Kwhite gold, size 5 3/4.

CHF 22,000-28,000
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PROPERTYOFA LADY

116 APlatinumandDiamondNecklace

The flexible collar composed of five rows of circular-cut diamonds, joined at the frontwith a

pavé-set diamondbelt buckle design,mounted in platinum, length 47 cm.

CHF 15,000-20,000

SOLDTOBENEFITA FRENCHCHARITABLEASSOCIATION

117 ADiamond andRubyBrooch circa 1950

Designed as a pair of birds perched on abranch entirely decoratedwith circular-cut diamonds

and a ruby-set eye,with baguette-cut diamondaccents,mounted in platinumand 18Kwhite

gold, 5 cm.

With French assaymarks

CHF 6,500-8,500

118 ADiamondRing

Centering upon an old-cut diamondweighing approximately 2.32 carats, to the plainwide hoop,

mounted in 18Kwhite gold, size 6.

With French assaymarks

CHF 7,000-9,000

PROPERTYOFA LADY

119 APair ofTanzanite andDiamondEarclips

Each scrolling circular-cut diamond surrmount suspending an oval-cut tanzanite,mounted in

18Kwhite gold, length 2.5 cm.

CHF 5,000-8,000
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120 ALady’sSapphire andGoldWristwatch VANCLEEF&ARPELS circa 1950

The circular case anddial extending abracelet designed as a series of shell-shaped textured

gold links enhancedwith a sapphire accent,mounted in 18K yellowgold, length 17.5 cm.

Signed ‘VanCleef &Arpels’ andnumbered.With French assaymarks

CHF 6,500-8,500

121 ALady’sRubySapphire andGoldWristwatch LEROY circa 1935

The inclined circular case designed as a cornucopia, decoratedwith cabochon rubies and

sapphires, extending agold link bracelet enhancedwith ruby accents,mounted in 18K

yellowgold.

Signeddial and case.With French assaymarks

CHF 5,500-8,500

122 ADiamond andGoldBrooch VANCLEEF&ARPELS circa 1940

Designed as a scrolling gold ribbonwith star-shaped settings enhancedwith circular-cut

diamonds andgold boules enhancedwith circular-cut diamonds, to the graduated circular-cut

diamondcrescent enhancedwith a border of circular-cut diamondandgold boules,mounted in

18K yellowgold.

Signed ‘VanCleef &Arpels’ andnumbered

CHF 12,000-18,000

123 ADiamondSapphire andGoldBrooch and Earrings VANCLEEF&ARPELS circa 1940

Comprising abrooch, designed as a piercedbombégold domecentering upon a circular-cut

sapphire anddiamond floret, decoratedwith circular-cut diamonds and sapphires,mounted in

18K yellowgold; earclips en suite, brooch 3.5 cm, earclips 2.5 cm.

Signed ‘VanCleef &Arpels’

CHF 15,000-20,000

124 ADiamond andGoldBangle CARTIER circa 1940

Of hingeddesign, the front decoratedwith three sculpted ribbonbowmotifs enhanced

with circular-cut diamonds,mounted in 18K yellowgold (eachbowmotif canbeworn as a

lapel clip).

Signed ‘Cartier’ with jeweler’smark.With French assaymarks

CHF 46,000-56,000
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125 APair of Gold Lapel Clips CARTIER circa 1945

Each of shield design, highlightedwith goldwire andguilloché lines,mounted in 14K yellow and

rose gold, 3.2 cm.

Signed ‘Cartier’ on one clip

CHF 2,500-3,500

PROPERTYOFA LADY

126 APair ofRubyCitrineRockCrystal andGoldEarclips SUZANNEBELPERRON circa 1940

Each of floral and foliatemotif decoratedwithmarquise-cut rock crystal and citrine, with

cabochon rubies,mounted in 18K yellowgold, 3.2 cm.

CHF 13,000-18,000

PROPERTYOFA LADY

127 APair ofDiamondRuby andGold Lapel Clips SUZANNEBELPERRON circa 1940

Designed as a foxglove flower, decoratedwithmarquise-cut fancy coloureddiamonds and

cabochon rubies,mounted in 18K yellowgold.

With jeweler’smarks for Goene&Darde.With French assaymarks

CHF 40,000-60,000

128 ADiamond andRuby Lapel Clip CHAUMET circa 1935

Of geometric design, the 18K rose gold semi-circular steppedplaquehighlightedwith circular-

cut diamonds and channel-set calibré-cut rubies.

Signed ‘Chaumet’

CHF 3,000-5,000
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129 APair of Gold and EnamelClips CARTIER

Designedas theKingand the Jack ofHearts inwhite, blue, black and red enamel, eachadorned

with rose-cut diamonds,mounted in 18Kyellowgold andplatinum, length 3.4 and 3.8 cm.

Signed ‘Cartier Paris’ on the king’s clip.With French assaymarks

CHF 24,000-30,000

130 ALady’sGoldWristwatch LONGINES circa 1940

Thebracelet is designed as a tapering series of gadroondecorated round forms, to the square-

faced concealedwatch,mounted in 18K yellowgold, length 17 cm.

Signeddial

CHF 5,000-7,000

PROPERTYOFAN EUROPEANESTATE

131 APair ofAquamarine Lapis-Lazuli andCoral Earpendants CARTIER circa 1950

Each circular-cut aquamarine bombé surmount suspending ahoopdesigned as alternating

cabochon lapis lazuli and coral plaques,mounted in 18K yellowgold, length 7.3 cm.

(Onehoop ismissing).

With jeweler’smark for ‘Cartier’ andnumbered.With French assaymarks

CHF 3,200-4,500

PROPERTYOFAN EUROPEANESTATE

132 AnAquamarine Lapiz Lazuli andCoral Pendant CARTIER circa 1950

Of rectangular design, centering upon a rectangular-cut aquamarinewithin a surround of

cabochon coral and lapis lazuli plaques,mounted in 18K yellowgold, 4.5 x 3.6 cm.

With jeweler’smark for ‘Cartier’ andnumbered.With French assaymarks

CHF 5,000-7,000
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PROPERTYOFAN EUROPEANESTATE

133 ADiamond andGoldVanityCase CARTIER circa 1945

Of rectangular form, the line engraved 18K yellowgold case enhancedwith a pavé-set

diamond turtle.A lipstick case, powder box andmirror held inside, to the twisted ropedesign

chain, 9 x 6.7 x 1.8 cm.

Signed ‘Cartier’ with jeweler’smark andnumbered.With French assaymarks

CHF 6,500-9,500

PROPERTYOFAN EUROPEANESTATE

134 APair ofDiamondTurquoise andAmethyst Earpendants CARTIER circa 1960

Each surmount designed as an openwork bombé cluster of oval-cut amethysts, cabochon

turquoise and circular-cut diamonds, suspending apear-shapedpendant of similar design,

mounted in 18K yellowgold andplatinum; (One surmount ismissing).

Signed ‘Cartier’ andnumbered.With French assaymarks

CHF 5,000-7,000

PROPERTYOFAN EUROPEANESTATE

135 ADiamondAmethyst andTurquoise ‘Turtle’ Clip CARTIER circa 1950

Designed as a turtle, the bombébodydecoratedwith a pear-shaped amethyst floralmotif to

the cabochon turquoise surround,with diamondaccents, the head enhancedwith an oval-cut

amethyst, the neck and feet enhancedwith pavé-set diamonds,mounted in textured 18K

yellowgold, length 6.2 cm.

Signed ‘Cartier.’With French assaymarks

CHF 13,000-20,000

PROPERTYOFAN EUROPEANESTATE

136 AnAmethyst andTurquoiseRing CARTIER circa 1950

Of cross-over design, the pavé-set andbaguette-cut diamond terminal enhancedwith a

pear-shaped cabochon turquoise and amethyst,mounted in 18K yellowgold andplatinum.

Signed ‘Cartier’ with jeweler’smark andnumbered.With French assaymarks

CHF 5,000-7,000
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137 ADiamond andGoldNecklace TIFFANY circa 1960

Designed as a collar of textured yellowgold chevron links, the front enhancedby adetachable

ribbonbowdecoratedwith circular-cut diamonds (canbeworn as a brooch), necklace

length 37 cm.

Signed ‘Tiffany&Co.’

CHF 15,000-20,000

PROPERTYOFAN EUROPEANESTATE

138 APair ofDiamond andGold Earclips CARTIER

Each surmount designed as a stylized gold foliatemotif, to the circular-cut diamondborder,

suspending three graduating goldwire hoops, punctuated by circular-cut diamondcollets,

mounted in 18K yellowgold, length 7 cm.

Signed ‘Cartier’ andnumberedwith jeweler’smark.With French assaymarks

CHF 10,000-15,000

PROPERTYOFAN EUROPEANESTATE

139 APair ofDiamond andRuby Earclips CARTIER circa 1950

Each of foliate design, entirely decoratedwith circular-cut rubies anddiamonds,mounted

in 18K yellowgold, length 4.2 cm.

With jeweler’smark for ‘Cartier’ andnumbered.With French assaymarks

CHF 15,000-20,000

PROPERTYOFAN EUROPEANESTATE

140 ADiamond andRubyClip CARTIER circa 1950

Of rose design, the central petals decoratedwith circular-cut rubies enhancedwith a single

circular-cut diamond, to the exterior pavé-set diamondpetals, extending abaguette-cut

diamond stem,mounted in platinumand 18K yellowgold, length 4.2 cm.

Signed ‘Cartier’ with jeweler’smark andnumbered.With French assaymarks

CHF 16,000-24,000
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141 APlatinum,Diamond andGem-SetCharmNecklace

Theplatinum link chain suspending twenty-eight gemanddiamond-set charms of different

design (sixwith polychromeenamel detail),mounted in platinumandgold.

CHF 30,000-40,000

142 ADiamond andOnyxBangle LACLOCHE circa 1940

The rigid platinumbangle engravedwith pavé-set diamonds and a central line of calibré-cut

onyx plaques,mounted in platinum, diameter 8.5 cm.

With French assaymarks

CHF 16,000-20,000

143 ADiamondBrooch circa 1930

Of buckle design, enhancedwith circular andbaguette-cut diamonds, centrally enhanced

with two larger pear-shaped and two shield-shapeddiamonds,mounted in platinum.

CHF 15,000-20,000
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144 ACulturedPearl andTurquoiseNecklace VANCLEEF&ARPELS

Designed as two swagged slightly graduated strands of culturedpearlsmeasuring

approximately 9.0mm to 9.8mm, joinedby a cabochon turquoise claspwithin a circular-cut

diamond surround and texturedgold border,mounted in 18K yellowgold, length 67 cm.

Stamped ‘VCANY’ forVanCleef &Arpels

CHF 7,000-10,000

PROPERTYOFA LADY

145 APair ofTurquoise andDiamondEarclips

Each set to the centerwith an oval cabochon turquoisewithin a two-rowcircular-cut diamond

surround,mounted in 18Kwhite gold.

CHF 6,000-8,000

146 AnAquamarine andGoldRing BUCCELLATI

Set to the centerwith an rectangular-cut aquamarine, to the openworkmount of foliate design,

mounted in 18K yellowgold, size 5 .

Signed ‘Buccellati’

CHF 8,000-10,000

147 AGoldTurquoise andDiamondBracelet DAVIDWEBB

The front of foliate design, decoratedwith three cabochon turquoise and circular-cut diamond

accents to the twistedgold bracelet enhancedwith gold boule detail,mounted in 18K yellow

gold, diameter 6.5 cm.

Signed ‘DavidWebb’

CHF 15,000-20,000
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PROPERTYOFA LADY

148 ADiamondTourmaline andGoldClip CARTIER circa 1950

Of flowerheaddesign, centering upon a circular-cut green tourmaline pistil, extendinggold

petals of pierceddesign, to the circular-cut diamondborders,mounted in 18K yellowgold,

diameter 4.7 cm.

Signed ‘MontureCartier’ numbered and jeweler’smark.With French assaymarks

CHF 10,000-15,000

149 AGold andDiamondPin CARTIER circa 1950

Designed as two stylized gold leaves enhancedwith circular-cut diamondborders,mounted

in 18K yellowgold, length 5 cm.

Signed ‘Cartier’ with jeweler’smark andnumbered.With French assaymarks

CHF 8,000-12,000

150 ADiamondSapphire andTurquoiseClip CHAMPAGNAT circa 1940

Designed as an exotic birdwith amarquise-cut pink sapphire eye, decoratedwith cabochon

turquoise and circular-cut diamonds, perched on agold branch,mounted in finely engraved

18K yellowgold, length 7.3 cm.

Signed.With French assaymarks

CHF 4,000-6,000

151 ADiamond andTurquoiseRing VANCLEEF&ARPELS circa 1960

Centering upon an oval cabochon turquoisewithin a two-tier circular-cut diamond surround,

to the goldmount of twisted ropedesign,mounted in 18K yellowgold, size 4 1/4.

Signed ‘VC&A’ andnumbered.With French assaymarks

CHF 8,000-10,000

PROPERTYOFAGENTLEMAN

152 AFancyColouredDiamondRing circa 1890

Set to the centerwith an old-cut fancy yellowish-browndiamondweighing approximately

3.33 carats, within an old-cut diamond surround,mounted inwhite gold and silver.

With report no. 2008125 dated 27 February 2008 fromCCIP Laboratory stating that the diamond is natural

fancy yellowish-browncolour andSI1 clarity.

CHF 32,000-40,000
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153 APair ofDiamond andRuby Lapel Clips CARTIER circa 1945

Each of foliate designdecoratedwith circular-cut diamondswithin a circular-cut ruby

surround to the goldmount of twisted ropedesign,mounted in 18K yellowgold, 4.4 cm.

Signed ‘Cartier.’With French assaymarks

CHF 12,000-15,000

PROPERTYOFAN EUROPEANESTATE

154 ADiamondRuby and Jade-JadeiteClip CARTIER circa 1945

Designed as a pair of sculpted gold birds highlightedwith cabochon rubies and circular-cut

diamonds, above a green jade-jadeite representation ofwater,mounted in 18K yellowgold,

2.8 x 3.9 cm.

Signed ‘Cartier’ andnumbered.With French assaymarks

CHF 6,500-9,500

PROPERTYOFAN EUROPEANESTATE

155 ALady’sDiamond andGoldWristwatch CARTIER circa 1945

The circular-case in a compartment concealedwith a stylized shell-shaped cover decorated

with a circular-cut diamondborder anddetail, extending agold link bracelet,mounted in 18K

yellowgold, length 15.4 cm.

Signed ‘Cartier’ andnumbered.With French assaymarks

CHF 8,000-12,000

156 ADiamondPlatinumandGold LapelWatch VANCLEEF&ARPELS circa 1930

The rectangularwatchwith sliding 18K yellowgold andplatinumcover, decoratedwith three

square-cut diamonds, 3 x 1.2 cm.

Signeddial andnumbered clip.With French assaymarks

CHF 3,500-4,500

PROPERTYOFAN EUROPEANESTATE

157 ADiamondTurquoise andCitrineClip CARTIER circa 1955

Designed as an owl, with a rectangular-cut citrine body, the head andwings decoratedwith

cabochon turquoise and circular-cut diamonds, extending stylized gold feathers enhanced

with circular-cut diamondaccents,mounted in 18K yellowgold, length 6.4 cm.

Signed ‘Cartier’ with jeweler’smark andnumbered.With French assaymarks

CHF 13,000-20,000
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158 AnEnamel andGoldBrooch RENÉBOIVIN circa 1895

Designed as a sculpted 18K yellowgold datura flower, to the translucid blue enamel

background and similarly designedback, length 4.cm

With jeweler’smark for ‘RenéBoivin.’With original casemarked ‘MaisonRenéBoivin, fabricant joaillier,

38, rue deTurbigoPARIS.’

Note: the neckchain is of different origin.

CHF 16,000-20,000

159 ADiamond andSapphireRing GEORGESFOUQUET circa 1920

The oval-shapedbombé front decoratedwith old-cut diamonds and circular and French-cut

sapphires,mounted in 18K yellowgold, size 7.

Signed andnumbered.With French assaymarks

CHF 7,500-9,000

PROPERTYOFA LADY

160 ACitrine andGoldRing RENÉBOIVIN circa 1950

The front of flowerheaddesign, set to the centerwith an oval-cut citrinewithin a circular-cut

browncitrine surround, to the plain hoop,mounted in 18K yellowgold.

With French assaymarks

CHF 6,500-9,500
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PROPERTYOFA LADY

161 ADiamondBrooch circa 1910

Of pierced openwork lacemotif, the square-shapedplaquedecoratedwith old-cut and rose-

cut diamonds,mounted in platinum, 6 cm.

CHF 10,000-15,000

162 ADiamondChokerNecklace CARTIER circa 1920

Theblack silk ribbon to the old-cut diamondborders, decoratedwith a delicate circular-cut

diamondgarland and foliatemotif, suspending anatural boutonpearl,mounted in platinum,

length 32 cm.

Signed ‘Cartier,’ with original case

CHF 73,000-85,000

163 APair ofDiamond Earrings circa 1950

Eachhoopdecoratedwith a graduated series of circular-cut diamonds,mounted in platinum.

CHF 7,500-9,500
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164 AFancy IntenseYellowDiamondPendant GRAFF

Set to the centerwith a rectangular radiant-cut fancy intense yellowdiamondweighing

approximately 2.32 carats, within a trapeze-cut diamond surround enhancedwith a heart-

shapeddiamond surmount, to the fine trace-link chain,mounted in 18Kwhite and yellowgold.

Signed ‘Graff’ andnumbered.

With report no. 16355839 dated 1November 2007 from theGemological Institute ofAmerica stating that the

diamond is natural fancy intense yellowcolour andVS1 clarity.

CHF 32,000-40,000

PROPERTYOFAGENTLEMAN

165 ADiamondCrossPendant

Designed as an invisibly-set french-cut diamondcross to the spectacle-set diamondchain,

mountedplatinum; chain length 20 cm, pendant length 3.4 cm.

CHF 4,500-6,000

166 AColouredDiamond andDiamondNecklace

Thepear-shapeddiamond surrmountweighing approximately 0.31 carats, within a pavé-set

diamond surround suspending amarquise-cut fancy pink diamond spacerweighing

approximately 0.22 carats, within a pavé-set diamond surround, to themarquise-cut light

browndiamondweighing approximately 2.51 carats, within a pavé-set diamond surround, to

the fine double strand chain enhancedwithmicro-pavé diamond rondels,mounted in platinum

and 18Kgold.

CHF 26,000-35,000
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167 ALongCulturedPearl Necklace

Designed as a series of sixty slightly graduating culturedblack pearlsmeasuring from

approximately 14.2mm to 15.0mm, to the spherical 18Kwhite gold clasp entirely decorated

with circular-cut black diamonds andpavé-set diamonds,mounted in 18Kwhite gold,

length 92 cm.

CHF 25,000-35,000

168 APair of CulturedPearl andDiamondEarclips

Eachwhite culturedpearl surmountmeasuring approximately 11.9 x 12.1mm, to the circular-

cut diamond trefoil spacer, suspending ablack culturedpearlmeasuring approximately

11.9 x 12.2mm,mounted in 18Kwhite gold, length 3 cm.

CHF 4,000-6,000

PROPERTYOFAGENTLEMAN

169 ADiamond ‘Bird’ Brooch

Designed as a sculpted exotic bird, the body entirely decoratedwith circular-cut diamonds,

enhancedwith a ruby-set eye and accentedby agold beak and claw,mounted in 18K yellow

gold andplatinum, length 7.5 cm.

CHF 10,000-12,000
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PROPERTYOFA LADY

170 AnEmerald andDiamondPendant circa 1860

The surmount designed as an old-cut diamond scrolling ribbonbowsuspending a cabochon

emerald dropwithin a pear-shaped surrounddecoratedwith old-cut diamonds,mounted

in gold and silver.

CHF 16,000-20,000

171 ACulturedPearl andDiamondNecklace

Designed as four-rows of culturedpearlsmeasuring approximately 5.5mm to 6.0mm, to the

diamondaccentedgold bar link spacers, joinedby a rectangular circular-cut diamondopen-

work panel clasp,mounted inwhite gold, length 31 cm.

CHF 5,000-8,000

PROPERTYOFAGENTLEMAN

172 AnArtDecoDiamondBrooch

The rectangular piercedplaquedecoratedwith circular and old-cut diamonds,with synthetic

greengemaccents,mounted in platinum, 7.8 x 1.8 cm.

CHF 3,200-4,500

PROPERTYOFAGENTLEMAN

173 ADiamondRing

Set to the centerwith a circular-cut diamondweighing approximately 4.11 carats, to the plain

hoop,mounted in platinum.

With report no. 151106 dated 17December 1999 fromCCIP Laboratory stating that the diamond is I colour

andVS1 clarity.

CHF 35,000-45,000

174 AnEmeraldRing

Set to the centerwith a rectangular-cut emeraldweighing approximately 8.11 carats,mounted

in platinum, size 7 1/4.

CHF 8,000-12,000
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175 ADiamondNecklace

The front suspending a tassel of five pear-shaped rose-cut diamonds, eachwithin a circular-

cut diamond surround, to the circular-cut andmarquise-cut diamondchain and rose-cut

diamondclasp,mounted in platinum; chain length 42 cm., pendant length 5.2 cm.

CHF 25,000-30,000

176 APair ofDiamond Earpendants

Each circular-cut diamondcollet surmount suspending a rose-cutmarquise-cut diamond

spacerwithin a pavé-set diamond surround to the four similarly set rose-cut pear-shaped

diamonds,mounted in platinum, length 5.5 cm.

CHF 12,000-15,000

177 APair ofDiamond andSapphire Earclips

Eachdesigned as a sugarloaf cabochonpink or blue sapphire respectivelyweighing

approximately 6.75 and 7.17 carats, within amarquise-cut andpear-shapeddiamond surround,

mounted in platinum, diameter 1.8 cm.

With report no.11000210 dated 9November 2007 from theAGTAGemologicalTestingCenter stating that the

sapphires are natural, and the blue sapphire showsno inidication of heat treatment.

CHF 22,000-25,000

178 AMulti-Colour SapphireBracelet

Thehighly flexible banddesigned as a lattice of circular and oval-cutmulti-coloured sapphires,

mounted in 18Kwhite gold, length 18 cm.

CHF 5,500-7,000
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179 ADiamond andSapphireDoubleClipBrooch CHAUMET circa 1935

Of scrolling design, decoratedwith old-cut diamonds and circular-cut sapphires,mounted

in platinum, 5.2 cm.

Signed ‘Chaumet’with jeweler’smark.With French assaymarks

CHF 28,000-35,000

180 AnArtDecoDiamond andSapphireBracelet circa 1930

Designed as an articulated ribbonwith stylized drapery décor, decoratedwith circular-cut

diamonds and tapering french-cut sapphires,mounted in platinum, length 18.4 cm.

CHF 32,000-40,000

181 ADiamond andPlatinum ‘Baguette’Wristwatch CARTIER circa 1930

The rectangular dial within a baguette-cut diamond surround to the platinum link strap

anddeployment buckle in 18K yellowgold.

Dial is signed ‘Cartier’ with a numberedbox.Movement is signed ‘EWC.’With French assaymarks

CHF 32,000-40,000

182 AnArtDecoSapphireDiamond andPearl Pendant/Brooch

The openwork plaque entirely decoratedwith circular-cut diamonds to the two rows of square-

cut sapphires, centering upon apearl,mounted in platinum.

Thepearl has not been tested for natural origin.

CHF 5,000-10,000
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PROPERTYOFAGENTLEMAN

183 ACulturedPearl andDiamondNecklace

Designed as a graduated series of twenty-five culturedpearls,measuring fromapproximately

15.2mm to 18.5mm, joinedby a spherical gold clasp enhancedwith pavé-set diamonds,

mounted in 18Kwhite gold, length 14.5 cm.

CHF 20,000-25,000

184 APair ofDiamond Earclips

Each surmount designed as a circular-cut diamondcollet cluster, suspending four graduating

rows of circular-cut diamondcollets,mounted in platinum, length 4.5 cm.

CHF 12,000-14,000

185 APair ofDiamond Earrings

Eachhoop consisting of thirteen asscher-cut diamonds,mounted in platinum.

CHF 12,000-16,000

186 ARuby andDiamondBracelet

Designed as a tapering lattice of oval-cut rubies and circular-cut diamonds,mounted in 18K

white gold, length 18.5 cm.

CHF 20,000-30,000
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187 AnArtDecoDiamondNecklace

The front panel of open-work design,entirely decoratedwith circular-cut diamonds,

suspending apear-shapeddiamondweighing approximate 5.00 carats, to the circular-cut

diamond fancy-shaped links,mounted in platinum, length 43 cm.

CHF 55,000-65,000

PROPERTYOFA LADY

188 AnArtDecoDiamond andPearl Brooch

Designed as a circular-cut and rose-cut diamond fleur-de-lys, set to the centerwith

circular-cut diamondextending three pearlswithin an old-cut diamond surround,mounted

in silver andgold.

Thepearls have not been tested for natural origin.

CHF 10,000-15,000

PROPERTYOFA LADY

189 ADiamondRing

Setwith a circular-cut diamond to the plain hoop,mounted in platinum, size 4 1/2.

CHF 10,000-15,000

PROPERTYOFA LADY

190 ADiamondEternityBand

Of eighteen circular-cut diamonds,mounted in platinum, size 7.

CHF 1,200-1,500

PROPERTYOFA LADY

191 ADiamondEternityBand

Of twenty-four old-cut diamonds,mounted in platinum, size 5.

CHF 600-900

PROPERTYOFA LADY

192 ADiamondEternityBand

Of twenty-three circular-cut diamonds,mounted in platinum, size 7 1/4.

CHF 700-1,000

PROPERTYOFA LADY

193 AnArtDecoDiamondBracelet

Of articulated openwork design, composed of a series of pavé-set diamond links,

each centering upon adiamond floretmotif,mounted in platinum, length 17.5 cm.

With French assaymarks

CHF 8,000-10,000
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194 AnElegantDiamond andPearl Necklace

Designed as three rectangular panels entirely decoratedwith circular-cut diamonds, each

panel centrally enhancedby a larger circular-cut diamond, joinedby buckle-shapeddiamond

link spacers, extending five rows of pearlswith circular-cut diamond spacers and clasp, length

32 cm. (with 2missingdiamonds)

CHF 20,000-30,000
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195 ADiamondEmerald andSapphireNecklace circa 1920

Designed as an alternating series of four sapphires and eight emeralds carvedwith foliate

motif, interspersedwith circular-cut andpavé-set diamond links,mounted in platinumand

white gold (canbedetached to beworn as 2 bracelets), necklace length 41 cm (eachbracelet

length 17 cm).

CHF 48,000-60,000

PROPERTYOFA LADY

196 AnArtDecoDiamondBracelet circa 1930

Designed as a line of forty-five graduated old-cut diamonds,mounted in platinum,

length 17.5 cm.

With French assaymarks

CHF 6,000-8,000

197 AnArtDecoDiamond andSapphireBracelet circa 1920

Designed as five rectangular links setwith square-cut and calibré-cut sapphires and circular-

cut diamonds,mounted in platinum.

CHF 24,000-30,000

198 AnArtDecoDiamond andPlatinumWristwatch AUDEMARSPIGUET circa 1930

Thepavé-set diamond rectangular case extending old-cut andbaguette-cut diamond

links, each strap terminating in two tapering old-cut diamondhexagonal links,mounted

in platinum, 17.2 cm.

Signedmovement.With French assaymarks

CHF 20,000-25,000
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199 AGold and EnamelCompact CARTIER

The circular gold compactwith an enamelled border, decorated to the lidwith a prancing

gazelle and flower enamel detail, opening to reveal a powder compartment, with a lipstick

holder en suite,mounted in 18K yellowgold.

Signed ‘Cartier’ andnumbered.With French assaymarks

CHF 20,000-30,000

200 AnArtDecoDiamond andSapphireBracelet circa 1930

Designed as five articulated panels centering upon rectangular-cut sapphires framed

bybaguette-cut diamonds and old-cut circular andmarquise-cut diamond foliatemotifs,

mounted in platinum, length 19 cm.

CHF 45,000-60,000
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201 APearl Emerald andDiamondNecklace

Designed as two swagged rows of culturedpearlsmeasuring approximately 8.5mm, to the

sugarloaf cabochon emerald andmarquise-cut diamondcluster clasp,mounted in 18Kwhite

gold, lengths 38.5 cmand 41.5 cm.

CHF 18,000-25,000

202 ADiamond ‘Flower’ Pin VANCLEEF&ARPELS circa 1950

Of flower design, entirely decoratedwith circular andbaguette-cut diamonds,mounted

in platinum, length 11 cm.

Signed ‘VanCleef &Arpels’ andnumbered

CHF 26,000-32,000

203 ADiamond andPearl Brooch

Thebaroque culturedpearl enhancedby apear-shapeddiamond surround, extending a spray

of four baguette-cut diamond terminals, withmarquise-cut diamondaccents,mounted

in platinum, length 5.2 x 4.5 cm.

CHF 15,000-20,000

204 APair ofDiamond Earclips RUSER circa 1945

Eachdesigned as an cushion-shaped old-cut diamondwithin an old-cut diamond surround,

mounted in platinum.

Signed ‘Ruser’

CHF 85,000-100,000
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205 ATurquoise andDiamondSuite BOUCHERON circa 1960

Comprising abracelet, designed as a series of foliate links decoratedwith cabochon turquoise

within a circular-cut diamond surround,mounted in 18K yellowgold; earclips andbrooch

en suite, bracelet length 16.8 cm.

Signed ‘Boucheron.’With French assaymarks

CHF 60,000-75,000

206 ADiamond andGoldDouble-Clip CARTIER circa 1935

Eachwing of gold openwork design, highlightedwith diamondaccents, to the three larger

old-cut diamonds,mounted in 18K yellowgold.

With jeweler’smark andEnglish assaymarks

CHF 10,000-15,000

207 AThree-StoneDiamondRing

The front setwith three circular-cut diamonds, to the plain hoop,mounted in 18K yellow

gold, size 6.

CHF 18,000-26,000
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208 ACulturedPearl andDiamondSuite of Jewelry CARTIER

Comprising anecklace, designed as a culturedpearl torsade, to the pavé-set diamondclasp;

bracelet, earpendants, ring andwatch of similar design en suite,mounted in 18K yellowgold.

Signed ‘Cartier’ andnumbered.With French assaymarks

CHF 50,000-60,000



208



209 AnArtDecoDiamondWatch/Bracelet

The front decoratedwith circular-cut diamondswithin a baguette-cut diamond surround,

centrally enhancedwith a larger circular-cut diamondpin that opens a concealedwatchdial,

extending a circular andbaguette-cut diamondbracelet,mounted in platinum.

CHF 25,000-35,000

210 AnArtDecoDiamondRing

Set to the frontwith baguette-cut diamondswithin a circular-cut diamondborder, enhanced

with a circular-cut diamond scroll,mounted in platinum, size 5.

CHF 8,000-10,000

211 ADiamondBracelet

Eachbow-shaped link centering upon a rectangular-cut diamond framedbybaguette-cut

diamonds extending circular-cut diamond lines,mounted in platinum, length 17.5 cm.

CHF 40,000-45,000

212 AnArtDecoDiamondBracelet MAUBOUSSIN circa 1930

Designed as three square-shapedmotifs joinedby structured links, decoratedwith baguette-

cut and old-cut diamonds,mounted in platinum, length 16.8 cm.

With report byMauboussin dated 17September 2007.

CHF 28,000-35,000

213 AnArtDecoDiamond andOnyxDoubleClipBrooch

Designed as a pair of semi-circular onyx plaqueswithin circular-cut diamondborders,

extending agraduated series of circular-cut diamond terminals,mounted in platinum,

8 x 4.5 cm.

CHF 25,000-35,000
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214 AnEdwardianDiamond andPearl Necklace

The front suspending an oval pendant of pierced openwork design, entirely decoratedwith

old-cut diamonds, centrally enhancedwith a single pearl, to the pavé-set diamond surmount

and two links of floralmotif, the nekchain designed as a pearl lattice,mounted in platinum,

necklace length 62 cm, pendant length 5 cm.

Pearls have not been tested for natural origin.

CHF 22,000-30,000

215 ADiamondClip circa 1930

Designed as a pierced ribbonbowdecoratedwith circular andbaguette-cut diamonds,

mounted in platinum, diameter 5.7 cm.

With French assaymarks

CHF 16,000-20,000

215A ADiamondClip circa 1930

Designed as a pierced ribbonbowdecoratedwith circular andbaguette-cut diamonds,

mounted in platinum, diameter 5.7 cm.

With French assaymarks

CHF 16,000-20,000

216 APair of UnheatedBurmaSapphire andDiamondEarpendants

Eachdesigned as a pear-shapedun-heatedBurmese sapphireweighing approximately 3.44

and 3.58 carats, within a circular-cut diamond surround to the circular-cut diamondopenwork

swinghoop suspended froma series of circular-cut diamondcollets,mounted in platinum,

length 7.5 cm.

With report nos. GRS2006-020723 andGRS2006-020724 dated 10 February 2006 from theGemResearch

Swisslab stating that the natural sapphires are of Burmese originwith no indications of heat enhancement.

CHF 22,000-28,000

PROPERTYOFA LADY

217 ADiamondRing circa 1950

Centering upon a circular-cut diamondweighing approximately 2.90 carats, to the baguette-

cut diamond shoulders andplain hoop,mounted in platinumandwhite gold, size 6.

CHF 7,500-10,000

PROPERTYOFA LADY

218 ADiamondRing

Centering upon an old-cut diamondweighing approximately 5.68 carats, to the plain hoop,

mounted inwhite gold.

CHF 28,000-35,000
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PROPERTYOFA LADY

219 ASapphire andDiamondBrooch

Designed as an invisibly-set french-cut sapphire bow, to the circular-cut diamondborders,

gathered at the center by a twisted circular-cut diamond ribbon,mounted in platinum,

width 6.5 cm.

CHF 10,000-15,000

PROPERTYOFA LADY

220 ARuby andDiamondBrooch

Designed as an invisibly-set french-cut ruby bow, to the circular-cut diamondborders,

gathered at the center by a twisted circular-cut diamond ribbon,mounted in platinum,

width 6.5 cm.

CHF 10,000-15,000

PROPERTYOFA LADY

221 ASapphire andDiamondBracelet

Designed as a flexible band of invisibly-set french-cut sapphire rows, to the circular-cut

diamondcollet borders,mounted in platinum, length 18 cm.

CHF 15,000-25,000

222 AnArtDecoDiamond andSapphireRing circa 1930

The front of rectangular design, centering upon an oval-cut sapphirewithin an old-cut

diamond surround,mounted in platinum, size 5 1/4.

CHF 4,000-6,000

223 ADiamond andRuby Lady’sSignet Ring circa 1935

The rectangular-shaped front decoratedwith baguette-cut diamonds framedby two square

shapedpanels decoratedwith calibré-cut rubies,mounted in platinum.

With French assaymarks

CHF 6,500-8,500
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224 ARubelite andDiamondNecklace and Earpendants

Comprising anecklace, designed as a series of pear-shaped rubeliteswithin a pavé-set

diamond surround to the circular-cut diamond spacers, joined at the front by a similarly-set

oval-cut rubelite, suspending two fringes of similar design; earpendants en suite,mounted

in platinum, necklace length 28.8 cm, earpendants length 5 cm.

CHF 25,000-30,000

225 ASapphire andDiamondRing

Set to the centerwith a rectangular step-cut sapphireweighing approximely 7.51 carats,

framedby rectangular-cut diamond shoulders to the plain hoop,mounted in platinum,

size 6 1/2.

With report no. 100003209 dated 11October 2006 from theAGTAGemologicalTestingCenter stating that

the sapphire is naturalwith no indications of heat enhancement.

CHF 32,000-40,000
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226 AnEnamelDiamond andRubyBrooch DAVIDWEBB

Designed as a ram, the greenguilloché enamel body andheaddecoratedwith gold swirls,

enhancedwith a pear-shaped ruby eye, circular-cut diamondhorns andhooves, and a ruby-set

diamond tail,mounted in 18K yellowgold andplatinum, 7.7 cm.

Signed ‘Webb’ forDavidWebb

CHF 15,000-20,000

227 ADiamondGold and EnamelBracelet DAVIDWEBB

Designed as a black enamel andgold hinged cuff of geomtericmotif, enhancedwith a border

of circular-cut diamonds,mounted in platinumand 18K yellowgold, diameter 7 cm.

Signed ‘DavidWebb’

CHF 16,000-20,000

228 ADiamondPearl Emerald andGold ‘Putti’ Brooch DAVIDWEBB 1970

Designed as a pair of prancingputti of hammeredgold, oneplaying a circular-cut diamondand

pear-shaped emerald lyre, the other holding abiwapearl, enhancedwith circular-cut diamond

flowing ribbons,mounted in 18K yellowgold andplatinum.

Signed ‘Webb’ forDavidWebb

CHF 14,000-18,000

229 ACarved JadeSapphireDiamondGold and EnamelCuff Bracelet DAVIDWEBB

Designed as awhite enamel and yellowgold bombé cuff bracelet, the front enhancedwith an

intricately carved jadeplaque, enhancedwith two oval cabochon sapphires carved as scarebe

motifs, to the two circular-cut diamond tapering shoulders,mounted in 18K yellowgold and

platinum, diameter 7 cm.

Signed ‘Webb’ forDavidWebb

CHF 24,000-28,000

230 ADiamond, Gold andPearl ‘Monkey’ Brooch DAVIDWEBB

Designed as amonkey, the body decoratedwith texturedgold fur, enhancedwith a circular-cut

diamond face, feet andhands,with ruby-set eyes, holding a culturedbaroquepearl,mounted

in 18K yellowgold andplatinum, length 7.6 cm.

Signed ‘Webb’ forDavidWebb

CHF 50,000-60,000
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231 APair ofDiamondHoop Earrings

Eachbombéhoop entirely decoratedwith circular-cut diamond links,mounted in 18Kwhite

gold, diameter 3.5 cm.

CHF 5,000-7,000

PROPERTYOFA LADY

232 ARuby andDiamondNecklace

Designed as a series of oval-cut ruby concentric hoop links, interspersedwith pavé-set

diamond links,mounted in 18Kwhite gold, length 88 cm.

CHF 18,000-25,000

PROPERTYOFA LADY

233 ASapphire andDiamondLongchainNecklace

Designed as a series of oval-cut sapphire concentric hoop links, interspersedwith pavé-set

diamond links,mounted in 18Kwhite gold, length 58 cm.

CHF 15,000-20,000

234 ADiamondRing circa 1960

Set to the centerwith an old-cut diamondweighing approximately 3.39 carats, within a two-

row radiating baguette-cut diamond surround,mounted in platinumand 18Kwhite gold, size 6.

CHF 32,000-40,000
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235 ACulturedPearl andDiamondNecklace

Designed as a series of twenty-sevengraduated culturedblack pearlsmeasuring

approximately 15mm to 17.3mm, joinedby apavé-set diamond spherical clasp,mounted

inwhite gold, length 41.5 cm.

CHF 9,000-12,000

236 APair of CulturedPearl andDiamondEarclips

Eachpavé-set diamondcircular bombé surmount to the similarly set diamondcap, suspending

aTahitian culturedpearlmeasuring approximately 17.6mmand 15.6mm,mounted in 18Kwhite

gold, length 3 cm.

CHF 10,000-15,000

237 ADiamondRing

Ofbombédesign, entirely decoratedwith pavé-set diamonds,mounted in 18Kwhite gold,

size 7.

CHF 5,000-6,000

238 ADiamondBracelet

Of flexible design, consisting of nine rows of circular-cut diamonds, joinedby the clasp,

mounted in 18Kwhite gold, length 18 cm.

CHF 25,000-30,000
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239 APair of Sapphire andDiamondEarpendants

Each surmount designed as a pear-shaped sapphirewithin a pavé-set diamond surround,

to the circular-cut diamond spacer, suspending apear-shapedbombépavé-set diamonddrop

(with alternate interchangeable aquamarine drops not illustrated),mounted in 18Kwhite gold,

length 4.8 cm.

CHF 10,000-15,000

PROPERTYOFA LADY

240 AMulti ColouredSapphire andDiamondCrossPendant CARTIER circa 1950

Centering upon a circular-cut pink sapphire enhancedwith pear-shapeddiamonds, extending

four rectangular-cut sapphire terminals,mounted in 18K yellowgold andplatinum, 3.5 x 2.5.cm.

Signed ‘Cartier’

CHF 13,000-18,000

241 ADiamondBracelet

Awide articulated band, entirely decoratedwith invisibly-set princess-cut diamonds,

mounted in 18Kwhite gold, length 17.8 cm.

CHF 80,000-90,000

242 AKunzite andDiamondRing MARGHERITABURGENER

Set to the centerwith a square-cut kunziteweighing approximately 44.45 carats, to themount

decoratedwith circular-cut pink sapphires andblack diamonds,mounted in 18Kwhite gold,

size 7.5.

Signed ‘MargheritaBurgener’

CHF 7,000-9,000

243 APair ofDiamondHoop Earrings

Eachbombéhoop entirely decoratedwith pavé-set diamonds,mounted in 18Kwhite gold,

length 3 cm.

CHF 3,000-5,000
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Due to his extensive training as a master gold craftsman
in his brother’s workshop,René Boivin was able to acquire
several reputable workshops equipped with the finest quality
tools, enabling him to retain the most skilled craftsmen
within the industry. In 1898 René Boivin established his
workshop at 38, rueTurbigo in Paris.That same year, he
married Jeanne Poiret, the younger sister of Paul Poiret—
the famous couturier and master as well in interior
decoration, fabric production, cosmetics and perfumes.

At the turn of the 20th century, René Boivin was able
to apply his talents as a master goldsmith and designer
to explore his passion for naturalistic themes. He then
transferred his love of flowers and his knowledge of
botanicals into elegant compositions.The floral theme
permanently remained part of the jewelry house’s repertoire.

In 1900, with the opening of his salon on rue des Pyramides,
Boivin distinguished himself from his contemporaries with
his innovative and anti-conformist spirit. He intrigued
an elite clientele of aristocrats, artists and intellectuals:
Edgar Degas, Alexis Carrel, Francis Poulenc...Who were
impressed by his unconventional use of semi-precious
stones and in particular the new volumes characteristic
of his timeless rings.

Upon his death in 1917, the poet, musician, amateur artist
and exceptional jeweler left behind this flourishing jewelry
house to his wife, Jeanne Boivin, who was able to harmonize
the diverse personalities of her collaborative team.

Within the prestigious universe of French jewelry-making,
the house of René Boivin located on the Avenue de l’Opera,
was uniquely operated by a woman, leading a team of
talented women: including Suzanne Belperron, the first
sales-person and then designer at Boivin from 1921 to 1931;
Juliette Moutard, a skilled designer from 1931 to 1970;
and finally Germaine Boivin, Jeanne Boivin’s daughter,
a designer with eclectic talents and an extrodinary
imagination, joined the jewelry house in 1926 and whose
integral role continued during the years of 1938 to 1976.

The originality of Jeanne Boivin’s work can partially be
attributed to her artistic family background as well as a
fertile flare for creativity. She lived in an atmosphere that
fostered artistic innovations. As an important colourist, she
was more interested by the decorative effects produced by
jewelry than the intrinsic value of stones. She retained the
Art Nouveau approach of combining various materials,
including non-precious materials. Jeanne Boivin designed
jewels that evoke emotion based on their unusual contrasts
and newly explored, for example, combining materials such
as wood and diamonds or rock crystal with semi-precious
stones (such as tourmaline, sapphire, topaz, peridot and
amethyst) during a period in which most jewelers only
combined coral, jade and onyx…

RENÉ BOIVIN

A powerful, visionary and timeless style



Although her most productive creative period was
contemporary to Jean Fouquet, Gerard Sandoz, Raymond
Templier or Paul Brandt (the artists within the avant-garde
Art Deco movement influenced by cubism), Jeanne Boivin
remained quite sensitive to the theme of naturalistic forms,
both floral and animalistic. Her inspiration for each
creation was primarily dictated by the material which
would then lead to the form of the jewel. She favored full
forms-voluminous and round, characteristic of her
independent style.

Not receptive to formulas dictated by fashion, Jeanne
Boivin was a true fore-runner of styles as she would create
white jewelry pieces (1929-1934) and invent colourful
volumes, that one would more commonly associate with
the 1940’s.Without wanting to cultivate contradictions but
rather relying on her inspiration, she favored the use of
yellow gold in the thirties, at a time when the rage was
platinum.

Jeanne Boivin’s creations attracted admiration and passion
among: Louise deVilmorin and her friends, who by their
luxurious anti-conformism marked the period in between
the two world wars; writers: Paul Claudel, Roland Dorgeles;
artists: Marie Laurencin, KeesVan Dongen; fashion
designers: Lucien Lelong; and other important personalities
during this period: Cecil Beaton, Gary Cooper, Jean
Mermoz, the doctor Freud himself…Without considering
all the major individuals of international elegance, the Duke
and Duchess ofWindsor as well as Daisy Fellowes, who,
had an exquisite taste and considerable fortune, in 1939
enthusiastically purchased seven pieces of jewelry in
one order.

The intellectual and social avant-garde scene met in the
salons of Mrs. Boivin. She refused to act as a sales person,
considering herself an artist to be consulted as a specialist
of unique custom-made jewelry pieces.Therefore, nothing
banal came out of Mrs. Boivin’s workshop.

She maintained a strict standard of quality that reflected
a sense of perfectionism. She would often re-make a piece
several times if it did not satisfy her expectations. Following
the guidelines established by René Boivin, the production
of each piece was subject to the highest level of attention.

In 1954, Germaine Boivin assumed the responsibility of
overseeing the jewelry house until 1976. Jeanne Boivin’s
style and influence would continue to have an impact in the
80’s, among the jeweler’s of the PlaceVendome: notably
for their proportions and volumes that have become
eternally modern.

The jewels created by the house of René Boivin are
extremely rare and scarce.Very wearable, collectors
hesitate to part from them, and buyers are always
waiting for the opportunity to acquire a Boivin piece.
The enthusiasm for Boivin jewelry never ceases as its
uniquly luminous creativity assures its continuity.

(translated from the original French text byMarguerite deCerval)



244 ADiamond andAmethyst Brooch RENÉBOIVIN circa 2005

Of umbel flower design, decoratedwith circular-cut amethysts in various shades of violet,

enhancedwith a circular-cut diamondaccent,mounted in oxidized 18Kgold, diameter 7.5 cm.

Signed ‘RenéBoivin,’ numbered 1/1 anddated.With French assaymarks

CHF 65,000-75,000

245 ABlueAgate andTanzaniteDouble-ClipBrooch RENÉBOIVIN circa 2005

Designed as triangular brooches, composed of blue agate pyramids centrally enhancedwith

circular-cut tanzanites,mounted in 18Kwhite goldwith patina.

Signed ‘RenéBoivin,’ numbered 1/1 anddated.With French assaymarks

CHF 18,000-25,000
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246 AFireOpal andWoodBracelet RENÉBOIVIN circa 2005

Designed as a series of ten sandalwood square-shaped links, to the cabochon fire opal

borders,mounted in 18K yellowgold.

Signed ‘RenéBoivin,’ numbered 1/1 anddated.With French assaymarks

CHF 14,000-18,000

PROPERTYOFA LADY

247 ACitrine andWoodBangle RENÉBOIVIN circa 2005

Designed as a bombéwood openbangle, the front decoratedwith an oval panel of circular-cut

and cabochon yellow andbrowncitrines,mounted in 18K yellowgold.

Signed ‘RenéBoivin,’ numbered 1/1 anddated.With French assaymarks

CHF 20,000-25,000

248 ARuby andGoldRing RENÉBOIVIN

The front designed as four rows of circular-cut rubies,mounted in 18K yellowgold, size 6 1/2.

Signed ‘RenéBoivin.’With French assaymarks

CHF 4,000-6,000

249 AYellowSapphire andGoldRing RENÉBOIVIN

The front designed as four rows of circular-cut yellow sapphires,mounted in 18K yellowgold,

size 6 1/2.

Signed ‘RenéBoivin.’With French assaymarks

CHF 3,500-4,500
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250 ACitrineGarnet andGoldBangle RENÉBOIVIN circa 2005

Of cuff design, the dome-shaped front decoratedwith blue-greengarnetswithin a spherical

citrine bead surround, to the rigid curvedgold bracelet of Etruscanmotif,mounted in 18K

yellowgold.

Signed ‘RenéBoivin,’ numbered 1/1 anddated 2005.With French assaymarks

CHF 35,000-40,000

251 ADiamond andGoldRing RENÉBOIVIN

The front designed as four rows of circular-cut diamonds,mounted in 18K yellowgold,

size 6 1/2.

Signed ‘RenéBoivin.’With French assaymarks

CHF 9,000-12,000
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252 AGold and IvoryNecklace RENÉBOIVIN circa 2005

Designed as a series of thirteen rectangular ivory plaques, suspending trefoil clusters of fluted

gold drops, to the pavé-set diamond rondel surmounts,mounted inwhite gold.

Signed ‘RenéBoivin,’ numbered 1/1 anddated.With French assaymarks

CHF 38,000-50,000

253 APair ofDiamond andQuartz Earpendants RENÉBOIVIN circa 2005

Eachdesigned as a graduated series of circular-cut diamondchevrons, suspending a circular

cabochon rutilated quartz,mounted in 18Kwhite gold.

Signed ‘RenéBoivin,’ numbered 1/1 anddated.With French assaymarks

CHF 5,600-7,500

254 AGold andMirroredRing RENÉBOIVIN circa 2005

The front designed as amirroredmosaic dome, to the 18Kwhite gold hoop, size 6.

Signed ‘RenéBoivin,’ numbered 1/1 anddated.With French assaymarks

CHF 4,000-6,000
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255 AnEmerald Jade-Jadeite andBronzeBracelet RENÉBOIVIN circa 2005

Of cuff design, the bombé front decoratedwith pyramidal jade-jadeite and cabochon

emeralds,mounted in bronzewith a gray patina.

Signed ‘RenéBoivin,’ numbered 1/1 anddated.With French assaymarks

CHF 12,000-15,000

PROPERTYOFA LADY

256 ADiamondQuartz and IvoryBrooch RENÉBOIVIN circa 2005

Of folaite design the cabochonbombéquartz, enhancedwith three ivory beads,within

a circular-cut diamond surround,mounted in 18Kwhite gold.

Signed ‘RenéBoivin,’ numbered anddated.With French assaymarks

CHF 12,000-15,000

257 AnEmerald andBronzeRing RENÉBOIVIN circa 2005

Thewide taperingbronzemountwith silver patina enhancedwith seven carved emeralds

of foliatemotif.

Signed ‘RenéBoivin,’ numbered 1/1 anddated.With French assaymarks

CHF 7,000-9,000

258 ATsavorite andGoldRing RENÉBOIVIN

The front designed as a bombédomedecoratedwith circular-cut tsavorites,mounted in 18K

yellowgoldwith brownpatina, size 6.

Signed ‘RenéBoivin,’ numbered 1/1 anddated.With French assaymarks

CHF 9,000-13,000
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259 An ImpressiveSapphire Lapis Lazuli andGoldBrooch RENÉBOIVIN circa 2005

Of starfish design, entirely decoratedwith cabochon lapis-lazuli and circular-cut blue

sapphires,mounted in 18Kwhite gold, length 11.3 cm.

Signed ‘RenéBoivin,’ numbered 1/1 anddated.With French assaymarks

CHF 32,000-40,000

260 ASapphire andGoldRing RENÉBOIVIN

The front designed as four rows of circular-cut sapphires,mounted in 18Kwhite gold, size 6 1/2.

Signed ‘RenéBoivin.’With French assaymarks

CHF 4,000-6,000

261 ADiamond andGoldRing RENÉBOIVIN

The front designed as four rows of circular-cut diamonds,mounted in 18Kwhite gold, size 6 1/2.

Signed ‘RenéBoivin.’With French assaymarks

CHF 9,000-12,000



260
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262 APair ofDiamondOnyx andGarnet Earpendants RENÉBOIVIN circa 2005

Eachdesigned as a circular-cut garnet surmount, suspending a series of cabochonnavette-

shaped onyx beads and circular-cut diamonddetail, to the circular-cut garnet,mounted

in oxidized 18Kgold, length 5.2 cm.

Signed ‘RenéBoivin,’ numbered 1/1 anddated.

With French assaymarks

CHF 10,000-15,000

263 AnOpal andGoldBracelet RENÉBOIVIN circa 2005

Of hingeddesign, the polishedgold bangle terminating in a bombédomedecorated

with amosaic of opals,mounted in 18Kwhite gold.

Signed ‘RenéBoivin,’ numbered 1/1 anddated.With French assaymarks.

CHF 11,000-16,000

263A AnOpal andGoldRing RENÉBOIVIN circa 2005

Designed as a dome, decoratedwith amosaic of opals, to thewhite gold hoop.

Signed ‘RenéBoivin,’ numbered 1/1 anddated.With French assaymarks

CHF 6,000-8,000
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264 ACulturedPearl Ruby andMulti-ColouredSapphireNecklace RENÉBOIVIN circa

1970

Composed of two rows of culturedpearls gatheredby an 18K yellowgold claspwith a cross-

shapedmotif decoratedwithmulti-coloured sapphires and rubies, length 100 cm.

Signed ‘RenéBoivin.’With French assaymarks

CHF 8,000-12,000



264



265 A ‘Barbarian’ Gilt Necklace RENÉBOIVIN circa 1925

Designed as three swagged rows of circular bombé links enhancedwith a spiralmotif.

With jeweler’smark.

CHF 24,000-30,000

266 ARareDiamond andSilver Bracelet RENÉBOIVIN circa 1928-1930

Designed as a rigid bombé oxidized silver cuff, centrally enhancedwith a panel of square-cut

andpavé-set diamonds.

CHF 48,000-65,000
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PART II





PROPERTY FROMA LADY

267 ARareRockCrystal andDiamondNecklace and Earpendants GEORGESFOUQUET

circa 1920

The spherical rock crystal beadneckchain joined at the frontwith a circular bombé rock

crystal hoop, suspending abombépear-shaped rock crystal drop, enhancedwith old-cut

diamond links;with earpendants en suite of similar design,mounted in platinum.

Necklace signed ‘Fouquet’ with jeweler’smark.With French assaymarks

CHF 40,000-60,000



267



268 APair of Enamel andDiamondEarclips DAVIDWEBB

Eachdesigned as an oval-shapedblack enamel curved link enhancedwith a circular-cut

diamondpanel and similarly-set hoop surmount,mounted in 18K yellowgold andplatinum,

length 4.0 cm.

Signed ‘Webb’ forDavidWebb

CHF 8,000-12,000

269 AnEnamel, Gold andDiamond ‘Tiger’ Brooch DAVIDWEBB

Designed as a sculptedwhite andblack enamel tiger, enhancedby a circular-cut diamond

collar andmane,with pear-shaped emerald-set eyes,mounted in 18K yellowgold and

platinum, length 5.5 cm.

Signed ‘DavidWebb’

CHF 8,500-12,000

270 ABlack EnamelDiamond andGold ‘Leopard’ Brooch DAVIDWEBB

Designed as a sculptedblack enamel andgold leopard, to the pavé-set diamondcollar

and emerald-set eye,mounted in 18K yellowgold andplatinum, length 7.5 cm.

Signed ‘DavidWebb’

CHF 9,000-12,000

271 ABlack EnamelDiamond andGold ‘Tiger’ Brooch DAVIDWEBB

Designed as a sculpted texturedgold andblack enamel crouching tiger, to the pavé-set

diamondcollar and emerald-set eye,mounted in 18K yellowgold andplatinum, length 5.5 cm.

Signed ‘DavidWebb’

CHF 7,500-11,000

272 AWhite Enamel andDiamondCuff Bracelet DAVIDWEBB

Designed as awide tapering sculptedwhite enamel band, centering upon a rectangular

panel decoratedwith circular-cut diamonds,mounted in 18K yellowgold andplatinum,

diameter 7 cm.

Signed ‘DavidWebb’

CHF 15,000-18,000
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PROPERTYOFAGENTLEMAN

273 An Important GreyNatural Pearl andDiamondBrooch circa 1900

Centering upon agrey-colour natural pearl within an old-cut diamond scrolling ribbon

surround, suspending apair of old-cut diamond fringes, enhancedwith larger old-European

cut diamonds, terminating in grey natural pearl drops,mounted in gold and silver.

With reports nos. 183633, 183634& 183635 dated 29 January 2008 from the FrenchGemological Laboratory

stating that the pearls are of natural origin.

CHF 48,000-80,000

274 ADiamond andRubyBrooch circa 1850

Centering upon a cushion-cut rubywithin a two-rowold-cut diamond surround,mounted

in gold and silver.

CHF 30,000-35,000

PROPERTYOFAGENTLEMAN

275 ARubyRing circa 1900

Set to the centerwith an oval-cut rubywithin a two row surround of old-cut diamonds,mounted

in platinumandwhite gold.

With report no. 183636 dated 29 January 2008 fromCCIP Laboratory stating that the ruby is of Burmaorigin

with no indication of heat enhancement.

CHF 24,000-32,000

276 APair of Girandole Earrings circa 1820

Eachdesigned as articulated drops setwith old-cut circular andpear-shapeddiamonds,

mounted in gold and silver, length 7 cm.

CHF 23,000-30,000
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277 ABaroqueCulturedPearl andColouredDiamondNecklace

Designed as a longchain series of baroquepearlsmeasuring approximately 12.1mm to 13.8

mm, interspersedwith pavé-set coloureddiamond rondels to the similarly set clasp,mounted

in oxidized 18Kwhite gold, length 103 cm.

CHF 20,000-25,000

278 APair of CulturedPearl andDiamondEarclips

Eachmarquise-cut diamond surmount suspending awhite culturedpearl within a circular-cut

diamondcollet hoop,mounted in 18Kwhite gold, length 4.6 cm.

CHF 9,000-11,000

279 AUniqueDiamondRing MARGHERITABURGENER

Of cross-over design, eachheart-shaped terminal entirely decoratedwith circular-cutwhite

and coloureddiamonds, to the plain band,mounted in 18Kwhite gold, size 7.

CHF 3,000-4,000
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280 APair ofDiamond Earrings circa 1980

Eachdesigned as a cluster of articulated ribbons entirely decoratedwith circular-cut

diamonds, gatheredby a similarly set diamond surmount,mounted in 18K yellowgold,

length 6.5 cm.

With French assaymarks

CHF 45,000-55,000

PROPERTYOFA LADY

281 ADiamond andGoldBracelet

Designed as a highly flexible band of articulated texturedgold links enhancedwith circular-cut

diamond flames,mounted in 18K yellowgold, length 18.5 cm.

With French assaymarks

CHF 6,000-8,000

PROPERTYOFA LADY

282 ASet ofYellowSapphire andGoldBangles

Each of hingeddesign, the bombé front entirely decoratedwith circular-cut yellow sapphires,

mounted in 18K yellowgold, diameter 6.75 cm.

CHF 3,000-5,000

PROPERTYOFA LADY

283 AGold and Enamel ‘Snake’ Ring DAVIDWEBB

Designed as a black enamel andgold coiled snakewith cabochon ruby-set eyes and circular-

cut diamonddetail,mounted in 18K yellowgold andplatinum, size 6.

Signed ‘Webb’

CHF 3,500-5,000
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284 ADiamond andGold ‘Panther’ Suite CARTIER circa 1990

Comprising anecklace, the flexible collar of gold links in a brick-layer design, entirely

decoratedwith circular-cut diamonds, bracelet en suite,mounted in 18K yellowgold.

Signed ‘Cartier’ andnumbered.With French assaymarks

CHF 80,000-100,000

285 ALady’sPinkDiamond andGoldWristwatch BREGUET

Thewatchwith skeletonizedmovement in a circular case of 18K yellowgoldwithin a pavé-set

diamondbezel, the lugs designed as pavé-set fancy coloureddiamondcats enhancedwith

emerald-set eyes, to the pink strap.

Dial andmovement signed andnumbered.

CHF 8,000-12,000
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286 ADiamondPeridot andTourmalineRing LYDIACOURTEILLE

Of taperingbombédesign, entirely decoratedwith vari-cut peridot and tourmalines, enhanced

by circular-cut diamonds,mounted in 18Kwhite goldwith iridescent oxidized patina, size 7.

Signed ‘LydiaCourteille,’ with jeweler’smark.With French assaymarks.

CHF 12,000-15,000

287 APair of Peridot andDiamondEarpendants

Each circular-cut diamondcollet surmount suspending a series of circular-cut diamond

quatrefoil links, to the pear-shapedperidotweighing approximately 24.18 carats in total,

within a pavé-set diamond surround,mounted in platinum, length 5.3 cm.

CHF 9,000-11,000

288 APair ofDiamond andGold Earrings

Eachdesigned as awide gold hoop, the front entirely decoratedwith pavé-set diamonds,

mounted in 18K rose gold.

CHF 5,000-7,000

289 APair ofTsavorite Garnet andDiamondCufflinks MARGHERITABURGENER

Eachdesigned as a circular bombé link entirely decoratedwith circular-cut tsavorite garnets,

to the bar-link enhancedwith two circular-cut diamonds,mounted in 18Kwhite gold,

diameter 1.5 cm.

Signed ‘MargheritaBurgener’

CHF 2,000-3,000
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290 ARareGold andDiamondBracelet RENÉBOIVIN circa 1940

Ofwide flexible design, composed of a series of interlockinggold linkswith circular-cut

diamondcollets, embellishedwith a border of gold boules,mounted in 18K yellowgold,

length 19.2 cm.

With French assaymarks

CHF 80,000-100,000

291 ADiamond andGoldBracelet CARTIER circa 1950

Designed as a series of interlocking twisted ropemotif gold links, enhancedby a central line

of circular-cut diamondacccents,mounted in 18K yellowgold, length 18.5 cm.

Signed ‘Cartier’ andnumbered.With French assaymarks

CHF 13,000-18,000

292 ADiamond andGoldRing CARTIER circa 1945

The front designed as three tiered rows of circular-cut diamonds,mounted in platinumand 18K

yellowgold, size 5 1/4.

Signed ‘Cartier.’With French assaymarks

CHF 21,000-25,000

293 AColouredDiamond ‘Skull’ Ring LYDIACOURTEILLE

Designed as a decorated skull enhancedwith pavé-set coloureddiamondmice,mounted

in 18Kpartially oxidized yellow andwhite gold, size 7.

With jeweler’smark for ‘LydiaCourteille’ and French assaymarks

CHF 8,000-10,000
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PROPERTY FROMAPRIVATECOLLECTION

294 AFancyColouredDiamondRing

Set to the centerwith a heart-shaped fancy yellowish-browndiamondweighing approximately

17.70 carats, to the pavé-set diamond four-rowband,mounted in platinum, size 5 3/4.

With report no. 45397 dated 13October 2005 fromSSEF stating that the diamond is natural fancy

yellowishbrown.

CHF 190,000-230,000

295 APair ofDiamond ‘Skull’ Earpendants LYDIACOURTEILLE

Eachpavé-set coloureddiamond rigid line suspending a sculptedpavé-set coloureddiamond

skullmotif,mounted in oxidized 18Kwhite gold, length 7.2 cm.

Signed ‘LydiaCourteille’

CHF 16,000-20,000

296 AColouredDiamond ‘Skull’ Ring LYDIACOURTEILLE

The front designed as a sculpted skull andbonemotif entirely decoratedwith circular-cut

coloureddiamonds to the similarly set hoop,mounted in oxidized 18Kwhite and yellow

gold, size 6.

With jeweler’smark for ‘LydiaCourteille’ and French assaymarks

CHF 4,500-6,000

It was through a chancemeetingwith an antiquedealer that LydiaCourteille decided to pursue

a career in jewellery.As a certified gemologist, Courteille uses her expertise to seek out rare

andprecious stones, although charmandoriginality remain the primary factors in her jewel

selection.Not allowingher passion for jewels to be temporarily confined, Courteille embraces

stones fromawide range of historical periods; someof hermost ancient stones find their roots

in the early 18th century.

Courteille is the proprietor of twoParisian boutiques, both celebrated for their intimate and

evocative atmosphere.To enter one ofCourteille’s boutiques is to enter into a uniqueuniverse

of jewels, repletewith exotic stones, like jade, turquoise, and coral forwhich the jeweller is so

passionate.Theoriginal store, near thechicPlaceVendôme,was joined in 2000byanewboutique

in theartistic and trendyarea surroundingSt.GermaindesPrès.Bothboutiques feature

Courteille’s ownwork, a collection that reflectshergemological expertiseandcreative flair.
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297 ARockCrystal andDiamondRing LYDIACOURTEILLE

The front setwith a faceted rock crystal framing apavé-set diamond skull with similarly set

skull shoulders, to the plain hoop,mounted in oxidized 18Kwhite gold, size 7.

With jeweler’smark for ‘LydiaCourteille’

CHF 5,000-7,000

298 An ImpressiveColouredDiamond ‘Skull’ Brooch LYDIACOURTEILLE

Centering upon apavé-set coloureddiamond skull andbonesmotif extendingnine feline teeth,

mounted in oxidizedwhite gold, size 7.

Signed ‘LydiaCourteille.’With French assaymarks

CHF 16,000-20,000

299 APair of ColouredDiamond andAgate ‘Skull’ Earrings LYDIACOURTEILLE

Eachdesigned as a circular hoopwith a veneer ofwhite agate, enhancedwith a pavé-set

coloureddiamond skull andbonesmotif,mounted in oxidized 18Kwhite gold, diameter 4.5 cm.

Signed ‘LydiaCourteille’

CHF 4,500-6,000
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300 APair of ColouredDiamond andOnyx ‘Skull’ Earrings LYDIACOURTEILLE

Eachdesigned as a circular hoopwith a veneer of black onyx, enhanced to the frontwith a

pavé-set coloureddiamond skullmotif,mounted in oxidized 18Kwhite gold, diameter 6 cm.

Signed ‘LydiaCourteille’

CHF 4,500-6,000

301 AColouredDiamond ‘Skull’ Necklace LYDIACOURTEILLE

Of longchain design, the oxidized 18Kwhite gold chain suspending a series of five graduated

pavé-set coloureddiamond skeletons, interspersedwith similarly set skullmotifs,mounted

in oxidized 18Kwhite gold.

With jeweler’smark for ‘LydiaCourteille’

CHF 29,000-40,000

302 ADiamond andRockCrystal ‘Skull’ Ring LYDIACOURTEILLE

Set to the centerwith a skull-shaped rock crystal enhancedwith pavé-setwhite, black

and coloureddiamond serpentmotifs,mounted in oxidized 18Kwhite gold, size 7 1/2.

With jeweler’smark for ‘LydiaCourteille’

CHF 15,000-20,000

303 AColouredDiamond andCacholongRing LYDIACOURTEILLE

Setwith a bombé cabochon cacholongwithin a flower anddragonfly décor, decorated

with coloureddiamonds,mounted in oxidized 18Kwhite gold, size 7.

With jeweler’smark for ‘LydiaCourteille.’With French assaymarks

CHF 6,500-7,500
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PROPERTY FROMAGENTLEMAN

304 AUniqueDiamondWatch JACOB&CO.

The circular dial entirely decoratedwith a pavé-set black andwhite diamond skullmotif within

a circular-cut diamond surroundbezel,mounted in stainless steel, diameter of case 7 cm.

Caseback anddial signed ‘Jacob&Co’ andnumbered 017. Special edition produced in collaborationwith

LucienPellat-Finet.

CHF 20,000-30,000



304

305

305 AnOyster PerpetualDatejustWristwatch ROLEX

A fine 18Kwhite gold case andpavé-set diamonddial to the circular-cut diamond surround

bezel, highlightedwith red lacqueredArabnumerals.

Signed andnumbered.

CHF 30,000-35,000



PROPERTYOFA LADY

306 A Pair of Diamond Brooches VANCLEEF&ARPELS circa 1998

Eachdesigned as an openwork pavé-set diamond flowerhead,mounted in 18Kwhite gold.

Signed ‘VCA’ andnumbered

CHF 20,000-25,000

PROPERTYOFA LADY

307 A Sapphire Longchain Necklace

Designed as a longchain series of vari-cut sapphires,mounted in 18Kwhite gold,

length 266.5 cm.

CHF 15,000-20,000

308 A Pair of Sapphire and Diamond Earpendants and Ring

Comprising apair of earpendants designed as a graduated series of heart-shaped sapphires

weighing approximately 14.75 carats in total, within a pavé-set diamond surround; a ring of

similar design en suite centering upon a sapphireweighing approximately 9.71 carats,

mounted in 18Kwhite gold. earpendants length 4 cm, ring size 7.

With report nos. F4A18754, F4A23061 and F4A23062 dated 27October 2004 and 5November 2004 stating that

the sapphires are natural and ofCeylon (Sri Lanka) origin.

CHF 52,000-65,000
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PROPERTYOFA LADY

309 An Impressive Sapphire, Diamond and Coral ‘Dolphin’ Cuff Bracelet

Designed as a sculpteddolphin entirely decoratedwith oval-cut sapphires and circular-cut

diamonds, enhancedwith a series of graduated cabochon coral,mounted in 18Kwhite gold.

CHF 30,000-50,000

PROPERTYOFA LADY

310 An Impressive Sapphire and Diamond ‘Starfish’ Cuff Bracelet

Of starfish design, the sculpted cuff bracelet entirely decoratedwith oval-cut sapphires and

circular-cut diamonds and coloureddiamonds,mounted 18Kwhite gold.

CHF 40,000-60,000
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311 A Diamond Necklace

Designed as a flexible bombébandentirely decoratedwith circular-cut diamonds,mounted in

18Kwhite gold, diameter 12 cm.

The total weight of diamonds is 63.56 carats.

CHF 50,000-65,000

312 A Pair ofAgate and Pearl Earclips VERDURA

Eachdesigned as an agate shell decoratedwith pearl accents,mounted in 18Kwhite gold.

Signed ‘Verdura’

CHF 6,000-8,000

313 A Pair of Cultured Pearl and Diamond Earrings

Eachdesigned as a pair of asymmetrical circular-cut diamondcollet fringes terminating in a

grey culturedpearl,mounted in 18Kwhite gold.

CHF 4,000-5,000

314 A Diamond Chalcedony and Sapphire Pin VANCLEEF&ARPELS

Of flowerheaddesign, centering upon a cabochon sapphire cluster pistil, extending six blue

chalcedony petals to the circular-cut diamondborders,mounted in platinum, 3.8 cm.

Signed ‘VanCleef &Arpels’ andnumbered

CHF 20,000-30,000
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PROPERTYOFAGENTLEMAN

315 AnArt Deco Diamond and Sapphire Brooch

The rectangular plaquedecoratedwith pavé-set and old-cut diamonds, enhancedwith blue

sapphires and synthetic blue sapphires,mounted in platinum, length 7 cm.

CHF 3,200-4,500

PROPERTYOFAGENTLEMAN

316 A Pair of Sapphire and Diamond Earrings circa 1950

Each of cluster design, centering upon a circular-cut sapphirewithin an old-cut diamond

surround,mounted inwhite gold.

CHF 3,200-4,800

317 AnArt Deco Diamond and Sapphire Bracelet

Designed as a series of baguette-cut and old-cut diamonds enhancedwith square-cut

sapphires,mounted in platinum.

With French assaymarks

CHF 45,000-65,000

318 AnArt Deco Pair of Diamond and Platinum Double-Clips circa 1930

Eachdesigned as a papyrus flower decoratedwith old-cut diamonds,mounted in platinum,

4.8 x 4 cm.

CHF 25,000-30,000
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319 A Diamond Necklace HAMMERMANBROS.

Designed as a flexible collar of five rows of circular-cut diamondsmounted in 18K yellowgold,

length 41 cm.

Signed ‘HB’ forHammermanBros.

CHF 30,000-35,000

320 A Diamond ‘Flower’ Ring

Of floral design, setwith a pear-shaped yellowdiamondcluster pistil, extending sculpted

overlappingpetals entirely decoratedwith yellowdiamonds,mounted in 18K yellow and rose

gold, size 6.

CHF 4,000-5,000

321 A Pair of Diamond Earclips VANCLEEF&ARPELS

Each of flowerheaddesign, set to the centerwith a circular-cut yellowdiamondcluster pistil,

extending circular-cut diamondpetals,mounted in 18K yellowgold, length 2.5 cm.

Signed ‘VanCleef andArpels’

CHF 2,500-4,000

322 A Diamond and Coral Clip CARTIER circa 1955

Designed as a horse, the body composed of navette-shaped cabochon coral and apavé-set

diamondhead enhancedwith an emerald-set eye,mounted in gold, length 4.5 cm.

Signed ‘Cartier’

CHF 9,000-12,000

323 A Set ofThree Rings VANCLEEF&ARPELS circa 1970

Eachdesigned as a coral, green agate or onyx taperingband, centrally enhancedwith a pavé-

set diamondband,mounted in 18K yellowgold, size 3.

Signed ‘VCA’

CHF 3,500-4,500
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324 An Impressive Diamond Necklace

Designed as a series of twenty-one rose-cut diamondorbs to the pavé-set diamond spacers,

mounted in 18Kwhite gold, length 42 cm.

CHF 55,000-65,000

325 A Pair ofAgate and Diamond Earpendants MARGHERITABURGENER

Each surmount designed as a cabochon agatewithin a circular-cut diamond surround

suspending circular-cut diamond lines terminating in similarly set cabochon agates,mounted

in 18Kwhite gold, length 6 cm.

CHF 5,000-7,000

326 A Pair ofAmethyst and Lavendar Jade-Jadeite Earpendants MARGHERITABURGENER

Each surmount designed as an inverted pear-shaped amethystwithin a pavé-set diamond

surround to the similarly set circular-cut black diamond, suspending apear-shaped cabochon

purple jade-jadeite dropwithin a pavé-set diamond surround,mounted in 18Kwhite gold.

CHF 7,500-9,500

327 An Elegant Diamond Cuff Bracelet

Of curved spring banddesign, composed of nine rows of circular-cut diamonds,mounted

in 18Kwhite gold.

The total diamondweight is 42.28 carats.

CHF 45,000-55,000
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328 A Sapphire Diamond andTurquoise Suite of Jewelry BOUCHERON circa 1960

Comprising anecklace, designed as a graduated series of floralmotifs decoratedwith

circular-cut diamonds, cabochon turquoise and sapphires; a bracelet, a pair of earclips and a

brooch en suite,mounted in 18K yellowgold.

Signed ‘Boucheron.’With French assaymarks

CHF 60,000-80,000

329 A Pair of Diamond and Gold Clips VANCLEEF&ARPELS circa 1940

The stylized openwork gold leaves highlightedwith circular-cut diamonds,mounted in

platinumand 18K yellowgold, 4.3 cm.

Signedwith jeweler’smark andnumbered.With French assaymarks

CHF 8,000-11,000
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330 A Diamond Necklace circa 1960

Designed as a series of circular-cut andbaguette-cut diamond links, the front suspending a

graduated series of circular-cut diamonds,mounted in 18K yellowgold.

CHF 100,000-140,000

331 A Pair of Pearl and Diamond Earrings MARIOBUCCELLATI

Each surmount of lace-motif designdecoratedwith circular-cut diamonds, suspending a

larger pendant of similar design, centrally enhancedwith aSouthSea culturedpearl,mounted

in 18K yellowgold.

Signed ‘MBuccellati’

CHF 45,000-60,000

332 A Diamond and Gold Ring MARIOBUCCELLATI

Designed as awide texturedgold banddecoratedwith circular-cut diamond floralmotifs to the

circular-cut diamondborders,mounted in 18K yellowgold, size 5.

Signed ‘M.Buccellati’

CHF 6,000-8,000

333 A Diamond and Gold Ring BUCCELLATI

Ofbombédesign, thewide texturedgold band enhancedwith circular-cut diamond lozenge

motifs,mounted in 18K yellowgold, size 6 3/4.

Signed ‘M.Buccellati’

CHF 8,000-10,000

334 A Diamond and Gold Ring MARIOBUCCELLATI

Designed as awide texturedgold band of openwork lacemotif design, decoratedwith circular-

cut diamonds,mounted in 18Kwhite and yellowgold.

Not signed

CHF 9,000-12,000
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335 An Impressive Sapphire and Diamond Ring

Set to the centerwith an oval-cut sapphireweighing approximately 31.90 carats, within a pavé-

set diamond surround andhoop,mounted in platinum, size 6.5.

With report no. 11004206 dated 13November 2003 from theAGTAGemologicalTestingCenter stating that the

sapphire is natural.

CHF 100,000-140,000



335



336 A Diamond Brooch CARTIER circa 1935

Designed as a pair of peony flowers decoratedwith pavé-set diamonds, centrally enhanced

with a circular-cut diamondcluster pistil, the larger flower embellishedwith a single pear-

shapeddiamond,mounted in platinum, length 7.1cm.

Signed ‘Cartier’

CHF 45,000-60,000

337 An Important Sapphire and Diamond Bracelet VANCLEEF&ARPELS circa 1980

Designed as a flexible ribbon of three rows ofmystery-set calibré-cut sapphires, to the circular-

cut diamondborders,mounted in platinumand 18K yellowgold, length 17.5 cm.

With French assaymarks andnumbered

CHF 150,000-200,000



336
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PROPERTYOFAN EUROPEANESTATE

338 An Important Diamond Ring CARTIER circa 1950

Centering upon a rectangular-cut diamondweighing approximately 15.38 carats, framedby

baguette-cut diamond shoulders.

GIA report information available upon request.

CHF 162,000-240,000



338



339 An Important Emerald and Diamond Necklace

The front suspending apear-shapedColombian emeraldweighing approximately 12.21 carats,

within a pavé-set diamond surround, to the outer border of graduating rose-cut diamonds and

circular-cut diamondaccents, suspending froma fancy link rose-cut diamondchain,mounted

in platinum.

With report no. CS36672 dated 15December 2003 from theAmericanGemological Laboraties stating that

the emerald is of Colombian originwith no evidence of clarity enhancement.

CHF 200,000-300,000

340 A Diamond Eternity Ring

Composed of eighteengraduatedmarquise-cut diamonds,mounted in platinumRing size 6 1/2.

CHF 10,000-15,000

341 A Diamond and Emerald Ring

Set to the centerwith a rectangular-cut emeraldweighing approximately 4.48 carats, within a

circular andmarquise-cut diamond surround,mounted in 18K yellowgold.

With report no. 17131 dated 19December 2005 from the FrenchGemological Laboratory stating that the

emerald is of Colombian originwith no oil or resin.

CHF 40,000-50,000
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342 AnArt Deco Diamond and Rock Crystal Brooch circa 1925

Of buckle design, centering upon a rock crystal ring, the joints enhancedwith piercedpavé-set

diamond foliate designs,mounted in platinumandgold, length 8.3 cm.

CHF 16,000-20,000

343 AnArt Deco Diamond and Sapphire Bracelet circa 1930

Designed as a series of buckle-shaped links, decoratedwith square-cut sapphires to the old-

cut andbaguette-cut diamond links,mounted in platinum, length 18 cm.

CHF 48,000-60,000

344 AnArt Deco Diamond Bracelet circa 1930

Designed as a series of three rectangular piercedpanels decoratedwith circular and

baguette-cut diamonds,mounted in platinum, length 18.5 cm.

CHF 38,000-45,000

345 AnArt Deco Diamond Onyx and Rock Crystal Surete Pin circa 1925

Of buckle design, centering upon a rectangular rock crystal ring and old-cut diamond twin

strap, to the stylized arrowhead terminals enhancedwith buff top onyx detail,mounted in

platinum, length 7.1 cm.

CHF 16,000-20,000
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346 An Important Pair of Diamond Earrings

Each scrolling pavé-set diamond surmount extending a series of baguette-cut diamonds, to the

baguette-cut diamond spacer, suspending an old-cut pear-shapeddiamondweighing

approximately 4.05 and 3.56 carats,mounted in platinum, length 3.5 cm.

With reports no. 16377765 and 16377768 dated 2008 from theGemological Institute ofAmerica stating that

the diamonds are respectivelyD andEcolourwith Internally Flawless clarity.

With report nos. 16377765 and 16377768 stating that according to theGIALaboratory the pear-shaped

diamondsweighing 4.05 and3.56 carats are bothType IIAdiamonds.Type IIAdiamonds are themost

chemically pure type of diamondand often have exceptional optical transparency.

CHF 400,000-550,000

347 A Magnificent Unheated Burmese Sapphire and Diamond Ring

Set to the centerwith an oval-cut unheatedBurmese sapphireweighing approximately 27.28

carats, framedby trillion-cut diamond shoulders,mounted in platinum, size 6 1/2.

With copy of report no. GRS2004-110598 dated 16November 2004 from theGemResearchSwiss Lab stating

that the origin of this natural sapphire isBurmawith no indications of thermal enhancement.

Please inquire about additional certificate information.

CHF 285,000-380,000



348 A Unique Diamond and Ruby Bead Necklace VANCLEEF&ARPELS

Designed as three swagged rows of faceted ruby beads interspersedwith faceteddiamond

beads, joinedby apavé-set diamondclasp of flowerheaddesign.

With report no. 0710078 dated 17October 2007 from theGübelinGemLaboratory stating that the rubies are of

Burmaoriginwith no indication of heat enhancement.

CHF 65,000-75,000

349 A Diamond Ring

Set to the centerwith a rectangular-cut diamondweighing approximately 6.52 carats, framed

by taperedbaguette-cut diamond shoulders,mounted in platinum, size 5.5.

With report no. 16194478 dated 20 June 2007 from theGemological Institute ofAmerica stating that the

diamond is J colourwithVS1 clarity.

CHF 120,000-160,000
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350 A Magnificent Heart Diamond Pendant

Theheart-shapeddiamondweighing approximately 10.05 carats, within a circular-cut

diamondsurround, to the fine trace-link chain,mounted in platinum.

With report no. 16245243 dated 19October 2007 from theGemological Institute ofAmerica stating that the

diamond isDcolourwith Internally Flawless clarity andExcellent-ExcellentCutGrade.

CHF 1,250,000-1,500,000



351 A Magnificent Diamond Pendant

Thepear-shapeddiamondweighing approximately 5.09 carats, to the fine

trace-link chain,mounted in platinum.

With report no. 16776498 dated 10 January 2008 from theGemological Institute

ofAmerica stating that the diamond isDcolourwith Internally Flawless clarity

andExcellent-ExcellentCutGrade.

CHF 500,000-600,000

350

351



352 An Important Pair of Fancy IntenseYellow Diamond Earrings

Each rectangular radiant-cut fancy intense yellowdiamondweighing approximately 3.46 and

3.37 carats, within a circular-cut diamond surround and surmount,mounted in platinum.

With report nos. 16242298 and 15694078 dated 28August 2007 from theGemological Institute ofAmerica

stating that the diamonds are Fancy IntenseYellowwithVVS2 andVS2 clarity.

CHF 100,000-130,000

353 An Important Emerald and Diamond Ring

Set to the centerwith a rectangular-cut emeraldweighing approximately 9.14 carats, framed

by trillion-cut diamond shoulders,mounted in platinumand 18K yellowgold, size 6.5.

With report no. 0608527 dated 23August 2006 from theGÜBELINGemLab stating that the natural emerald is

Colombianwithminor clarity enhancement.

CHF 70,000-100,000
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354 An Emerald and Diamond Necklace

Designed as a circular-cut diamond line, the front suspendingmarquise-cut diamond fringes

terminating in graduating cabochon emerald drops,mounted in 18Kwhite gold, length 25 cm.

CHF 48,000-60,000

355 A Pair of Diamond Earrings

Each surmount designed as a circular-cut diamondwithin a circular-cut diamond surround,

suspending a similarly-set pear-shapeddiamond,mounted in 18K yellowgold, length 2.5 cm.

CHF 15,000-20,000

356 A FancyYellow Diamond Ring

Set to the centerwith a radiant-cut fancy yellowdiamondweighing approximately 7.65 carats,

within a cicular-cut diamond surround to the trapeze-cut diamond shoulders,mounted in

platinum, size 7.

CHF 70,000-90,000

357 A Diamond Emerald and Platinum Bracelet circa 1930

Centering upon a rectangular-cut emeraldweighing approximately 23.50 carats, extending a

tapering series of pavé-set diamondhalf-moon shaped links,mounted in platinum.

CHF 65,000-80,000
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358 A Diamond Necklace VANCLEEF&ARPELS circa 1945

Designed as a series of links composed of a cluster of twomarquise-cut diamonds and two

square-cut diamonds, to the circular-cut diamondbackchain andmarquise-cut diamondclasp,

mounted in platinum.

Signed ‘VanCleef &Arpels’ andnumbered.

CHF 130,000-160,000

359 A Pair of Diamond Earclips

Each surmount centering upon abaguette-cut diamondextending apavé-set diamond

crescent-shapedhoop to the circular-cut diamondborder,mounted in platinumdiameter

1.5 cm.

CHF 5,500-6,500

360 A Diamond Ring

Centering upon a circular-cut diamondweighing approximately 6.25 carats, within a circular-

cut diamond surround and shoulders, to the plain hoop.

CHF 32,000-50,000

361 A Cultured Pearl and Diamond Bracelet

The triple-rowbandbracelet composed of fifty-seven culturedpearlsmeasuring

approximately 5.5mm to 6.0mm, to the diamondaccentedgold bar link spacers and clasp of

floralmotif, set throughoutwith circular-cut diamonds and enhancedby a single cultured

pearl,mounted in 14Kwhite gold, length 7 cm.

CHF 4,000-6,000
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362 A Pair of Diamond and Fancy Pink Diamond Earpendants

Of fanmotif, eachdesigned as a series of tapered kite-shapeddiamondsweighing

approximately 9.24 carats in total, to the fancy pink diamond spacers,mounted in platinumand

18K rose gold, length 4.5 cm.

CHF 35,000-40,000

PROPERTYOFAPRIVATECOLLECTION

363 A Diamond Bracelet circa 1950

Of foliatemotif, designed as a slightly tapering series of thirty-six pear-shapeddiamonds,

enhancedby a central line of baguette-cut daimonds,mounted in platinum.

CHF 75,000-85,000

PROPERTYOFA LADY

364 A Diamond Ring

Set to the centerwith an oval-cut diamondweighing approximately 13.59 carats, framedby

pear-shapeddiamond shoulders to the plain hoop,mounted in 18Kwhite gold.

With report no. 20024429101 dated 18October 2002 fromHRDLaboratory stating that the diamond is L colour

andVS2 clarity

CHF 105,000-130,000
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PROPERTYOFAGENTELMAN

365 AnArt Nouveau Enamel Glass and Gold Pendant LALIQUE

Centering upon a carved colouredglass representing abouquet of flowers, enhancedwith

pliqué-à-jour enamel bees,mounted in 18K yellowgold.

Signed ‘Lalique’with original case inscribed ‘R.Lalique, 40 cours laReine, Paris’

CHF 75,000-90,000



365



366 A Unique Sapphire and Diamond Necklace and Earpendants Suite DEGRISOGONO

Designed asmultiple chains of oval-cut blue sapphires, gatheredby and terminating in a

spherical orb entirely decoratedwith circular-cut diamonds andblue sapphireswith star

motifs,mounted in 18Kwhite andblackenedwhite gold, length 61 cm.

Signed ‘DeGrisogono’

CHF 60,000-80,000

PROPERTYOFAGENTLEMAN

367 An Unheated Ceylon Sapphire and Diamond Ring

Set to the centerwith a cushion-cut unheated ceylon sapphireweighing approximately 15.21

carats, flanked on either side by triangular-cut diamonds,mounted in 18Kwhite gold, size 6.

With French assaymarks

With report no. 2007-081771 dated 10August 2007 from theGemResearchSwiss Lab stating that the

sapphire is of Ceylon originwith no evidence of heat enhancement.

CHF 70,000-80,000



366 367



368 An Important Diamond Necklace VANCLEEF&ARPELS circa 1940

Designed as a series of baguette-cut diamonds to the circular-cut diamondborder, joined at the

shoulderswith pavé-set diamondbuckle-shaped links (canbe separated to formanecklace

andbracelet),mounted in platinum, length 37 cm.

Signed ‘VanCleef &Arpels.’With French assaymarks

CHF 250,000-280,000

369 A Diamond Double-clip BULGARI circa 1930

Designed as a series of circular-cut diamond ribbons to the baguette-cut diamondborders,

mounted in platinumand 18Kwhite gold, length 4.6 cm.

Signed ‘Bulgari.’With French assaymarks

CHF 15,000-20,000

PROPERTYOFA LADY

370 A Diamond Ring

Centering upon a circular-cut diamondweighing approximatley 3.01 carats, to the plain hoop,

mounted inwhite gold, size 6.

CHF 12,000-15,000
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PROPERTYOFA LADY

371 A Diamond and Emerald Brooch circa 1890

Of openwork swag and ribbondesign, entirely decoratedwith old-cut diamonds, centering

upon a cabochon emerald, the ribbon terminals suspending old-cut diamondcollets,mounted

in platinum, 8.5 cm.

With French assaymarks

CHF 15,000-20,000

372 A Pair of Diamond Earpendants circa 1910

Eachdesigned as an old-cut diamond to thewhite goldmounting surmount enhancedwith

diamondaccents.

CHF 100,000-120,000

373 A Diamond and Conch Pearl Brooch MELLERIO circa 1920

Designed as floral garlands of pierced openworkmotif, decoratedwith circular, baguette,

and shield-cut diamonds, suspending adrop-shaped conchpearl,mounted in platinum,

length 4.8 cm.

Signed ‘Mellerio’ andnumbered.With French assaymarks

CHF 55,000-65,000
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374 A Unique Diamond and Ruby ‘Sphera’ Bracelet ENIGMA

Of cross-over design, the curved springbandbracelet composed of a graduated series of pavé-

set diamondcircular links, terminating in pavé-set ruby anddiamond spheres enhancedwith

polka dotsmotifs,mounted in 18Kwhite gold, diameter 7.3 cm.

Signed ‘ENIGMA’

CHF 30,000-40,000

PROPERTYOFA LADY

375 A Diamond ‘Lips’ Ring ENIGMA

The front designed as lips entirely decoratedwith circular-cut diamonds, to the plain hoop,

mounted in 18Kwhite gold, size 6.

Signed ‘ENIGMA’

CHF 6,000-8,000

Originally established in 1989 as a Neuchâtel-based watch manufacturing company,

Enigma has distinguished itself by creating innovative timepieces such as a collection

of unusual jumping hours, a mechanical watch that rewinds by turning the bezel, and by

setting diamonds on steel cases, as early as 1991. In 2003, Enigma introduced and

launched a fine jewellery collection available through its own retail stores in Rome,

Geneva, and Porto Cervo. Enigma jewels are recognizable for their strong, individual

design inspired by Gianni Bulgari, its founder and owner. Gianni Bulgari is the former

Chairman and CEO of the eponymous family business, which he left in 1987. In 2006, a

book entitled “Enigma, Jewels by Gianni Bulgari” was published.



376

377

378376 A Diamond Spinel and Gold ‘Lion’ Bracelet ENIGMA

Thehighly flexiblewide bracelet of checkerboard design, centering upon a lionmotif,

enhancedwith square and round-cut black spinels andbrilliant-cutwhite diamonds,

mounted in 18Kwhite and rose gold, length 12.3 cm. (adjustable chain).

Signed ‘ENIGMA’

CHF 15,000-22,000

377 A Gold and Diamond ‘Bambu’ Ring ENIGMA

Thebombépolished rose goldmount, centrally enhancedbypavé-set diamonds and a

central black enamel inlay,mounted in 18K rose andwhite gold, size 6 1/2.

Signed ‘ENIGMA’

CHF 4,500-6,000

378 A Gold and Diamond ‘Bambu’ Bracelet ENIGMA

Of flexible design andbamboomotif, each articulated goldmodule interspersedwith a

diamondpavé-set half-sphere link,mounted in 18K rose andwhite gold, length 17.5 cm.

Signed ‘ENIGMA’

CHF 15,000-20,000



379 A Pair of Diamond Earpendants

Eachdesigned as a cascading series of collet-set circular-cut diamonds,mounted in platinum,

length 6.2 cm.

The total diamondweight is 16.59 carats.

CHF 25,000-35,000

380 A Diamond Longchain Necklace

Of spectacle-set longchain design, composed of a series of circular-cut diamondcollets,

mounted in 18Kwhite gold, length 172 cm.

The total diamondweight is 59.92 carats.

CHF 55,000-75,000

381 A Pair of Ruby and Diamond Cufflinks

Each square-shapeddouble-link enhancedwith calibré-cut rubies or diamonds and smaller

circular-cut diamondor ruby accents,mounted in 18Kwhite gold, length 1 cm.

CHF 3,000-4,000

382 A Pair of PinkTourmaline and Diamond Earpendants MARGHERITABURGENER

Eachdesigned as two fringes of alternating rectangular-cut pink tourmalines and circular-cut

diamonds,mounted in 18Kwhite gold, length 7.2 cm.

CHF 4,000-6,000
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383 An Impressive Diamond and Gold ‘Select’Watch JAHAN

The rectangular 18Kwhite gold case, entirely decoratedwith circular-cut diamonds, to the

simlarly-set bezel and lugs, extending a satin finish black strap,mounted in 18Kwhite gold,

length 22 cm.

Dial and caseback signed ‘Jahan’ andnumbered

CHF 20,000-30,000

The jewelry house of JAHAN, headquartered in Geneva, Switzerland since 1980,

is known worldwide for their unique and spectacular parures.Their faithful clients

include the royal families of the Persian Gulf, and for many years, JAHAN was the

purveryor of precious jewels to the Shahs of Iran.

Their creations sparkle from the windows of the newly re-opened and elegant salon in

Geneva’s prestigious rue du Rhone, as well as in boutiques in Saudi Arabia.

Several years ago, Mr. Shapour Jahan, launched and introduced a line of watches for

both men and women. Unique in design, with the highest standard of craftsmanship,

these Swiss-made timepieces are all in limited editions. Phillips de Pury & Company is

pleased to offer one of these exceptional watches in their sale.



383



384 A DiamondTassel Necklace and Earpendants

Comprising anecklace, the front suspending a tassel of circular-cut diamond fringes

terminating in black diamondbeads andpavé-set diamondboules, to the fancy chain of black

diamondbeads and circular-cut diamond links, similarly designed earpendants en suite;

earpendants 9.2 cm.

The total weight ofwhite diamonds is 32.24 carats.

The total weight of black diamonds is 103.88 carats.

CHF 80,000-100,000

385 An Onyx and Diamond Dress Set MARGHERITABURGENER

Comprising apair of cufflinks, eachdouble-link setwith a circular bombé onyx plaque,

enhancedwith a circular-cut diamondcollet, joinedby apolishedwhite gold curvedbar link;

four dress studs en suite,mounted in 18Kwhite gold.

Signed ‘MargheritaBurgener’

CHF 3,000-5,000

PROPERTYOFA LADY

385A A Diamond Eternity Band

Of twenty-two circular-cut diamonds,mounted inPlatinum, size 7 1/4.

CHF 2,000-2,200

386 A Pair of Onyx and Diamond Earpendants MARGHERITABURGENER

Eachdesigned as a series of graduated rectangular onyx plaques connectedwith pavé set

diamondbar link spacers and surmount,mounted in 18Kwhite gold, length 7.5 cm.

Signed ‘MargheritaBurgener’

CHF 2,400-3,500
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387 A Pair of Diamond Earpendants

Eachpavé-set diamond surmount suspending a series of graduated baguette-cut diamond

fringes terminating inmarquise-cut diamonds,mounted in 18Kwhite gold, length 8 cm.

CHF 15,000-18,000

388 A Unique Emerald, Diamond and Pearl Necklace

The front suspending a lozenge-shaped emeraldweighing approximatley 12.54 carats, framed

by apavé-set diamondand emerald snakemotif to the circular-cut diamondcap, suspending a

tassel of pearl fringes terminating in emerald beads, to the spectacle-set diamondandpearl

long chain,mounted in platinum.

CHF 55,000-70,000

PROPERTYOFA LADY

389 AnArt Deco Emerald and Diamond Ring

Of openwork design, set to the centerwith three circular-cut emeralds framedby circular-cut

diamonds,mounted in platinum, size 6 1/2.

CHF 2,000-3,000
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PROPERTYOFAN EUROPEANESTATE

390 A Diamond Necklace CARTIER circa 1950

The front suspending three swagged circular-cut diamond rows, to the baguette-cut

diamond scrolling shoulder links, to the circular-cut diamond single line backchain,mounted

in platinum.

Signed ‘Cartier,’ with jeweler’smark andnumber.With French assaymarks

CHF 32,000-48,000

PROPERTYOFAN EUROPEANESTATE

391 A Rare Pair of Diamond Earpendants CARTIER circa 1950

Designed as a series of graduated circular andbaguette-cut diamond spiralmotifs,mounted

in platinum, length 8.4 cm.

Signed ‘MontureCartier.’With jeweler’smark andnumbered.With French assaymarks

CHF 24,000-30,000

PROPERTYOFAN EUROPEANESTATE

392 A Diamond and Ruby Ring CARTIER circa 1950

Of cross-over design, the pavé-set diamondbombé terminals enhancedwith a pear-shaped

ruby anddiamond,mounted in 18K yellowgold andplatinum, size 2 1/2.

Signed ‘Cartier’ with jeweler’smark.With French assaymarks

CHF 13,000-20,000
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PROPERTYOFA LADY

393 An Important Diamond ‘Lovebird’ Brooch CARTIER

Designed as a pair of lovebirds entirely decoratedwith circular-cut diamondsperched on a

platinumbranch,mounted in platinum.

Signed ‘Cartier’ andnumbered.With French assaymarks.

With original fitted box.

CHF 20,000-30,000

PROPERTYOFAN EUROPEANESTATE

394 A Diamond Bracelet CARTIER circa 1950

Designed as a series of circular-cut andpear-shapeddiamonds in a latticemotif,mounted in

platinum.

Signed ‘Cartier’ with jeweler’smark andnumbered.With French assaymarks

CHF 32,000-48,000

PROPERTYOFAN EUROPEANESTATE

395 A Lady’s Diamond and PlatinumWristwatch circa 1950

The square case and square-link bracelet entirely decoratedwith baguette-cut diamonds,

mounted in platinumand 18Kwhite gold, length 15.4 cm.

With French assaymarks

CHF 10,000-15,000

396 A Rare Colour-Changing Sapphire and Diamond Ring

Set to the centerwith an oval-cut colour-changing sapphire, weighing approximately 8.51

carats, within a circular-cut diamond surround,mounted in 18Kwhite gold, size 7.

CHF 15,000-18,000
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397 AnArt Deco Diamond and Onyx Jabot Pin

Designed as two arches of Chinesemotif, decoratedwith circular-cut diamonds andblack

lacquer,mounted in platinumandwhite gold, 5.2 x 2.2 cm.

CHF 11,000-13,000

398 AnArt Deco Diamond and Onyx Brooch

Ofneo-Egyptianmotif, the piercedpavé-set rose-cut diamond rectangular formdecorated

with a cabochon onyx papyrus detail, enhancedwith twoblack enamel rings,mounted in

platinumandwhite gold, 6.5 x 2.2 cm.

CHF 6,000-8,000

399 A Diamond and Pearl Bracelet SUZANNEBELPERRON circa 1930

Designed as five rows of pearls to the triangular pearl claspdecoratedwith circular-cut

diamondaccents,mounted in 18Kwite gold, length 15.4 cm.

CHF 13,000-18,000

PROPERTY FROMAPRIVATECOLLECTION

400 A Pair of Diamond Earrings

Eachdesigned as an old-cut diamondweighing approximately 4.20 and 4.40 carats,

mounted in platinum.

CHF 32,000-40,000
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401 A Jade-Jadeite Ruby and Pearl Bracelet CARTIER circa 1925

Designed as a series of pale green jade-jadeite plaques carvedwith sculpteddragonmotifs,

mounted in 18K yellowgold, highlightedwith cabochon emeralds and rubies, to a pearl

accentedborder.

Signed ‘Cartier’ andnumbered.With French assaymarks

CHF 45,000-55,000

402 A Rare Diamond Sapphire and Emerald Bangle CARTIER circa 1940

The front of paisley design, decoratedwith a central line of graduated cabochon emeralds,

highlightedwith circular-cut diamonds and cabochon sapphires,mounted in 18K yellowgold.

With jeweler’smark for Cartier and French assaymarks

CHF 60,000-80,000

403 A Diamond and Sapphire Lapel Clip BOUCHERON circa 1935

Designed as a scrolling shield form, decoratedwith pavé-set old-cut diamonds, enhancedwith

square-cut sapphires,mounted in 18K yellowgold, 4 cm.

Signed ‘Boucheron.’With French assaymarks

CHF 5,000-7,000

404 A Rare Diamond Sapphire and Citrine Clip TIFFANY circa 1955

Of openwork foliatemotif, decoratedwith oval citrines, sapphires and circular-cut diamonds,

centering upon a carved foliate sapphire,mounted in 18K yellowgold, 7.5 x 5.7 cm.

Signed ‘Tiffany&Co.’With French assaymarks

CHF 30,000-40,000
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405 ADiamondEmeraldRubyandCulturedPearlNecklace VANCLEEF&ARPELS circa1930

Designed as a graduated series of alternating fluted cabochon emeralds, ruby beads and

culturedpearls, to the circular andbaguette-cut diamondbuckle clasp,mounted in platinum,

length 60 cm.

Signed ‘VanCleef &Arpels’ andnumbered

CHF 10,000-15,000

406 A Rare Pair of ‘Tutti Frutti’ Ruby and Diamond Lapel Clips CARTIER circa 1925

Eachdesigned as a shield-shapedplaquedecoratedwith circular-cut diamondswith carved

rubies of foliatemotif,mounted in platinum, length 3.5 cm.

Signed ‘Cartier’

CHF 40,000-50,000

407 A Pair of Emerald and Diamond Earpendants ALETTOBROTHERS circa 1945

Eachdetachable invisibly-set calibré-cut emerald drop, to the circular-cut diamondcap of foliate

motif,mounted in platinum, length 5 cm.

Signed ‘AlettoBros’

CHF 40,000-55,000

408 A Diamond and Ruby Bracelet circa 1930

Designed as a series of seven oval cabochon rubies interspersedwith pavé-set andbaguette-cut

diamond links,mounted in platinum, length 17 cm.

CHF 18,000-24,000
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409 An Impressive Diamond and Pearl Necklace JOSEPHCHAUMET circa 1910

Designed as three rows of natural pearls, joined at the frontwith an old-cut diamond ring and

surmount cap, suspending a tassel of natural pearls,mounted in platinum, length 80 cm.

With jeweler’smark for JosephChaumet.With French assaymarks

CHF 45,000-65,000

410 A Pair of Diamond Earpendants

Each rectangular-cut diamond surmount to the pear-shaped fancy yellowdiamond spacer,

suspending a French-cut diamond,mounted inwhite gold.

CHF 8,000-11,000

411 AnArt Deco Diamond Brooch circa 1925

Of scrolling design, decoratedwith circular-cut diamonds and ablack enamel border, centrally

enhancedwith a larger old-cut diamond,mounted in platinum.

CHF 13,000-18,000



409

410

411



412 AnArt Deco Diamond and Platinum LapelWatch

The rectangular case highlightedwith circular andbaguette-cut diamonds and red enamel.

Thebarrette andwatch chain enhancedwith trapeze-cut and triangular-cut diamonds and

onyx terminals,mounted in platinum, length 8.3 cm.

CHF 14,000-18,000

PROPERTYOFA LADY

413 A Diamond Necklace circa 1960

Designed as a baguette-cut diamond line, the front enhancedwith a scrolling double line of

graduating circular-cut diamonds,mounted in platinum.

With French assaymarks

CHF 90,000-120,000

PROPERTYOFA LADY

414 A Diamond and PlatinumWristwatch JAEGERLECOULTRE circa 1950

The circular dial within a circular-cut diamond surround andbaguette-cut diamondborder,

extending a taperingbracelet of of baguette and circular-cut diamond fan-shaped links,

mounted in platinum.

Dial signed ‘Jaeger LeCoultre.’With French assaymarks

CHF 20,000-25,000



414

412

413



415 An Important Pair of Diamond Earclips GRAFF

Eachdesigned as sculpted scrolling hoop, channel-setwith rows of baguette-cut diamonds,

mounted in 18Kwhite gold.

Signed ‘Graff’ andnumbered

CHF 65,000-75,000

416 AnArt Deco Diamond and Emerald Bracelet circa 1930

Designed as four rectangular panels entirely decoratedwith old-cut andbaguette-cut

diamonds, centrally enhancedwith a rectangular-cut emerald,mounted in platinum.

The emeralds are detachable and can forma ring or bar brooch (accompaniedby fittings).

CHF 140,000-175,000



415

416



417

PROPERTYOFA FRENCHESTATE

417 An Important Sapphire Ring circa 1920

Centering upon a cushion-cut sapphireweighing approximately 27.90 carats,mounted in

platinumwith diamondaccents.

CHF 90,000-110,000

418 AnArt Deco Diamond Necklace circa 1925

Of fringemotif, designed as a series of graduating curved rigid links entirely decoratedwith

old-cut diamonds,mounted in gold and silver.

With French assaymarks

CHF 50,000-70,000

419 A Sapphire and Diamond Floral Pin VANCLEEF&ARPELS circa 1945

Designed as two flowers, onedaisywith calibré-cut sapphire petals and the otherwith circular-

cut diamondpetals, each centering upon a circular-cut diamondcluster pistil extending

baguette-cut diamond stems and apavé-set diamond leaf,mounted in platinumand 18K

yellowgold, length 5 cm.

Signed ‘VanCleef &Arpels’ andnumbered.With French assaymarks

CHF 30,000-40,000

420 AnArt Deco Pair of Diamond Clips TRABERT&HOEFFER-MAUBOUSSIN circa 1930

Of scrolling design, entirely decoratedwith baguette and circular-cut diamonds,

mounted in platinum.

Signed ‘Trabert &Hoeffer-Mauboussin’

CHF 13,000-18,000



418

419

420



421 A Diamond and Ruby Necklace circa 1820-1840

Designed as a graduating series of circular-cut ruby fringes, eachwithin an old-cut diamond

surround,mounted in gold and silver.

CHF 135,000-160,000



421



422 A Pair of Magnificent Columbian Emerald and Diamond Earclips

Each rectangular-cut emeraldweighing approximately 15.69 and 16.30 carats, within a circular-

cut diamond surround,mounted in platinum.

With report nos. 0801007 and 0801008 dated 08 January 2008 from theGübelinGemLab stating that the origin

of the emeralds areColombianwith evidence ofmoderate clarity enhancement.

CHF 250,000-300,000



422



423 A Magnificent Diamond Necklace

Designed as a graduating series of fifty-sevenpear-shapeddiamonds,weighing approximately

134.27 carats in total, enhanced at the frontwith a pear-shapeddiamonddrop,weighing

approximately 11.05 carats,mounted in platinum.

With report no. 15156762 dated 18 July 2006 from theGemological Institute ofAmerica stating that the

diamondweighing 11.05 carats isD colourwith Internally Flawless clarity.

With fifity-seven certificates dated from29November 2003 to 9 January 2007 from theGemological Institute

ofAmerica stating that the diamonds areDcolour and ranging fromVS toSI clarity.

Estimate upon request

424 An Important Pair of Diamond Earclips

Each surmount designed as an inverted pear-shapeddiamondweighing approximately 2.17

carats to the larger pear-shapeddiamonddropweighing approximately 5.00 carats and 5.32

carats,mounted in platinum, length 2.5 cm.

Accompaniedby four certificates dated 24 February 2004 to 13May 2005 from theGemological Institute of

America stating that the diamonds areDcolour and range fromVS2 toSI1 clarity.

CHF 600,000-700,000



423

424



PROPERTYOFA LADY

425 A Rare Fancy Gray-Green Diamond Ring

Set to the centerwith an emerald-cut fancy gray-greendiamondweighing approximately 3.27

carats, to the baguette-cut diamond shoulders,mounted in 18Kwhite gold.

With report no. 55373401 dated 29 January 2008 from theGemological Institute ofAmerica stating that the

diamond is natural fancy gray-green colour andVVS2 clarity.

CHF 285,000-350,000



425



426 An Impressive Diamond Suite CHOPARD

Comprising anecklace, designed as an openwork lattice of circular andmarquise-cut

diamonds;watch, earrings, and ring of similar design en suite,mounted in 18Kwhite gold.

Signed andnumbered,withSwiss assaymarks.With original fitted box.

CHF 260,000-300,000



426



PROPERTYOFAGENTLEMAN

427 An Important Ruby and Diamond Necklace VANCLEEF&ARPELS circa 1960

Thegraduated line of cabochon ruby and circular-cut diamonds interspersedwith floral

diamondclusters, to the detachable cabochon ruby anddiamondpendant/brooch,mounted in

18K yellowgold.

Signed ‘VCA’ andnumbered.With French assaymarks

CHF 400,000-550,000



427




